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Giant Refining Company, Bloomfield Refinery Order

Dear Mr. Kieling:
On behalf of Respondents San Juan Refining Company and Giant Industries
Arizona, Inc., I am transmitting the attached comments on the draft Order dated
June 21, 2006, EPA ID No. NMD089416416. Please do not hesitate to contact
me with any questions you may have concerning the filing of these comments.
Sincerely,

Edmund H. Kendrick
EHK:dml
Enclosure
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COMMENTS OF RESPONDENTS - SAN JUAN REFINING COMPANY
AND GIANT INDUSTRIES ARIZONA, INC.
Submitted August 21, 2006
Draft Order Dated June 21, 2006 - EPA ID No. NMD089416416
RCRA Corrective Action for Treatment, Storage, and Disposal Facility ("TSD" and "TSDF")
Respondents San Juan Refining Company ("SJRC") and Giant Industries Arizona, Inc.
("Giant") hereby submit comments on the draft Order for the Bloomfield Refinery (referred to herein
as the "Facility") released by the New Mexico Environment Department ("NMED") for public
comment on June 21, 2006. For simplicity, "Respondents" is used throughout these comments, but it
should be noted that SJRC is the owner of the Facility and Giant is the operator of the Facility.
Capitalized terms not otherwise defined in these comments shall have the definitions
contained in the draft Order. Unless otherwise indicated, references to page numbers, paragraphs,
and sections refer to the draft Order.
I. Introduction and General Discussion

The draft Order is understood by Respondents to reflect NMED's efforts to take the lead in
RCRA corrective action for the Facility and to substitute for the 1992 EPA Administrative Order on
Consent ("1992 EPA AOC") relating to corrective action at the Facility. The draft Order is quite
extensive and proposes requirements that last beyond the year 2020 for the Facility. Giant was not
afforded an opportunity to discuss the parameters of the draft Order with NMED prior to its release,
and thus must pose a number of basic questions, including (i) the intended applicability of the draft
Order to issues outside RCRA jurisdiction, (ii) the assumption that an imminent and substantial
endangerment to human health and the environment exists at the Facility, and (iii) the interplay of the
draft Order with the 1992 EPA AOC, the Stipulated Final Order with the New Mexico Oil
Conservation Division dated March 1, 2006 (the "2006 OCD Order"), and the Consent Agreement
and Final Order with EPA dated May 18, 2006 (the "2006 EPA Order"), all of which were consented
to by the Respondents without litigation and all of which impose RCRA or other environmental
obligations at the Facility. As a result of these basic questions and the complexity and the difficulty
of the issues posed, Respondents file these comments in a good faith attempt to frame the issues for
further discussion.
Respondents are disappointed that NMED chose to issue a draft unilateral Order with the
strictest of possible cleanup standards, inconsistent with federal RCRA corrective action policies,
and inconsistent with the method used by NMED at other RCRA corrective action facilities in the
State of New Mexico. This seems at the least arbitrary and capricious, inconsistent with law,
inconsistent with running the NMED RCRA program in accordance with the federal RCRA
program, and a denial of equal protection and due process. Respondents' disappointment is
deepened by the fact that Respondents were, and for many years had been, engaged in corrective
action at the Facility under the oversight of and in regular and intensive communication with EPA,
OCD, and NMED.
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It appears to Respondents that the process broke down in the issuance of this draft Order, as
efforts were not made prior to its issuance to negotiate a consent Order. The best outcome for all
parties, including the public, is for the orderly, cooperative process of discussion and negotiation to
occur after the filing of these comments so that Respondents can continue to make progress with
corrective action.

Having expressed their disappointment that NMED chose, for reasons that remain unclear to
Respondents, to issue a unilateral draft Order, Respondents wish to state at the outset their desire to
work cooperatively with NMED to craft an appropriate RCRA corrective action order that will
achieve the twin objectives of placing NMED in the lead on this corrective action and of
appropriately assuring protection of public health and the environment. Respondents are committed
to protection of public health and the environment and believe their actions consistently support that
commitment.
As noted below, Respondents believe that a draft Order of this breadth and duration (e.g., at
least 15 years minimum for the groundwater monitoring) overlaps extensively with the closure/postclosure requirements that now also become applicable for this Facility (e.g., 30 years of groundwater
monitoring required for post-closure care of any waste in place). Thus it seems logical and efficient
for the parties to include corrective action and closure/post-closure requirements in one enforceable
document.
Respondents look forward to wotking cooperatively with NMED to address and appropriately
resolve all issues. Giant has already performed a substantial amount of corrective action under the
oversight of NMED, including the submission of a corrective measures study and a corrective
measures implementation report, which has been approved by NMED with a variety of requirements
to meet. Giant intends to honor all its commitments to NMED and respectfully requests that NMED
take all of these comments as made in good faith, intended to indicate Respondents' concerns and
illuminate areas for discussion and negotiation of a final, comprehensive consent Order to finally
resolve all TSDF issues at the Facility.

Use of Consent Orders and Unilateral Orders
As an initial comment, Respondents point out that generally the preference for environmental
agencies is to utilize an administrative order on consent, as opposed to a unilateral administrative
order. Unilateral orders are typically, if not invariably, used only in the case of a recalcitrant
respondent that refuses to negotiate (or is unlikely to negotiate in good faith) its obligations to
address the concerns raised by the environmental agency. Respondents hope that NMED will
consider seriously seeking to resolve the issues associated with this draft Order through the standard
process of negotiation with Respondents so that a consent order can be executed that will effectuate
transfer of the corrective action lead from EPA Region 6 to NMED.
The rationale for negotiating a consent order when generally possible (as opposed to use of a
unilateral order) was stated by EPA in its October 1997 Guidance on Use ofRCRA 7003 authority:
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"1.

Choosing between unilateral administrative orders and administrative orders
on consent

The Region may negotiate an AOC if there are one or more financially viable responsible
persons who are (1) willing to undertake the required actions, including any necessary
controls on future operations, and (2) willing to negotiate an AOC within a reasonable time
frame. If the owner/operator is not a party to the AOC, a separate AOC or UAO for access
may be necessary. The appropriate time period for negotiations will depend on the nature of
the conditions at the particular site or facility. If the circumstances at the site or facility
require immediate action, issuing a UAO may be less time consuming than negotiating an
AOC. The Region has the discretion to issue a UAO without engaging in negotiations for an
AOC. On the other hand, there are advantages to entering into an AOC which should be
considered when deciding how to proceed. For example, cleanup work may proceed with less
dispute and delay when it is performed in the cooperative relationship fostered by
settlement."
The State of Kentucky notes that in corrective action, a Unilateral Order is a last resort to be
used with a recalcitrant:
"When does a hazardous waste facility have to start corrective action?
Although a facility may initiate corrective action at any time, there are four mechanisms (or
combinations of these) under which corrective action is usually conducted or imposed:
1.
Voluntary Corrective Action
When the facility receives the final assessment (RF A), it may choose to quickly begin
investigation and cleanup. Generally, the facility will submit a plan and then start the work
after receiving approval from the state.
2.
Permit Requirements for Corrective Action
When and if a facility is issued a hazardous waste permit, the permit contains requirements
for conducting corrective action. These requirements include listings of units (SWMUs) that
require further action as identified in the RF A, timetables for each step in the process and
outlines of technical requirements for conducting the investigations and selecting proposed
remedies.
3.
Corrective Action Agreed Order
If a facility will not be pursuing a hazardous waste permit, and if the facility wants to ensure
that the requirements and timetables for corrective action are clearly stated up front, the
facility and the state will negotiate an Agreed Order which spells out these requirements.
This process usually takes place after the RF A is finalized. The Agreed Order takes effect
when it is signed by the facility and the Secretary of the Environmental and Public Protection
Cabinet.
4.
Unilateral Corrective Action Order
As a last resort, if a hazardous waste facility is unwilling to implement the required
corrective action requirements, the state can issue a unilateral order to require the facility to
comply."
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Kentucky
Division
of
Waste
Management
Corrective
Action,
at
http://www.waste.ky.gov/programs/hw/Corrective+Action+Program.htm. EPA, Guidance on The
Use of Section 7003 of RCRA at page 26 (emphasis added).
While it is certainly true as a general rule that consent orders result in more cost effective and
expeditious corrective action, in this case it is even more important to negotiate a consent order
because of Giant's commitment to eliminate any future TSD permitted treatment of hazardous waste
at the Facility. Giant submitted its proposal to exit the TSD universe to NMED on May 15, 2006,
prior to issuance of the draft Order, noting it would be modifying its wastewater treatment unit
system to install benzene strippers that would eliminate the need to treat any hazardous wastes in the
ABT surface impoundment in the future. NMED has not responded to Giant's proposal. Giant
entered into the 2006 EPA Order, pursuant to which Giant will install the benzene strippers and
related equipment. Giant was informed by EPA that all aspects of the 2006 EPA order had been
discussed by EPA and NMED. Respondents submit that the 2006 EPA Order shows that
Respondents have not hesitated to take positive steps when necessary and reasonable, rather than
delay or resort to litigation.
RCRA Interim Status
The Facility has been in operation since the 1950s. Starting in the 1970s, a number offederal
regulatory programs began to place restrictions on the disposal of process wastewater from refinery
operations. The first federal statute restricting the ability to discharge refinery process wastewaters
governed the discharge of such process wastewaters into what were termed "waters of the United
States." In the 1970s, refineries like the Facility were required to take a number of steps to restrict
their discharges into waters of the United States. Bloomfield's principal strategy, in response to the
CWA NP DES requirements, was to move to a system of process wastewater management that would
completely eliminate its process wastewater discharges to waters of the U.S.
As of November 19, 1980, a second regulatory program under RCRA (the hazardous waste
regulations) also became applicable to various aspects of the Facility's process management. This
led, in part, to the Facility's filing for interim status under RCRA and submissions of Part B
applications. Recently, NMED asked the Respondents to submit a schedule for a RCRA Part B
application to treat hazardous waste in the ABT surface impoundment or to submit, in the
alternative, a proposal that would allow closure of this treatment unit so no Part B permit would be
required.
In response to the letter from Ms. Hope Monzeglio of NMED dated April 12, 2006,
Respondents submitted a proposal I to close the regulated hazardous waste TSD unit at the Facility.2
The Facility is going to close this TSD hazardous waste regulated unit and exit the TSD universe.
Respondents are expending a substantial amount of effort to modify the Facility's operations
so it can now close its HWMU and exit the TSD permit process. Implementation of a revised and
improved WWTU system (including benzene strippers and a 10,000 barrel surge tank) is estimated
to cost approximately $1.2 million dollars. By removing the benzene characteristic in a Waste Water
Treatment Unit ("WWTU") authorized by 40 C.F.R. 270.l(c)(2)(v), however, no treatment of
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hazardous wastewater will occur in the aggressive biological treatment ("ABT") surface
impoundment; only treatment of nonhazardous wastewater will then occur. The Facility thus
eliminates the applicability of a Part B permit for management of any process wastewaters generated
in the future, and complies with the terms of the 2006 EPA Order.
In light of the above, Respondents thus need an enforceable consent agreement with NMED
that will address all regulatory obligations for exiting RCRA interim status, including any cleanup or
other obligations attendant thereto for past practices. As noted by EPA in OSWER Directive
39476.00-13 (Feb. 8, 1988 Memorandum from Marcia Williams, Director ofEPA's Office of Solid
Waste), in responding to an inquiry regarding the interim status closure performance standard under
265.11 for two surface impoundments: "It is also important that the closure process is consistent
with any corrective action process that may be required in the future." RCRA Online 13138. 3
Fortunately, EPA (and NMED by incorporation) changed the RCRA regulations in the
October 22, 1998 rulemaking (63 Fed. Reg. 56710) to allow facilities that had applied for interim
status to cease any treating of hazardous waste that might require a permit and to exit the RCRA
interim status process through an enforceable consent agreement instead of a RCRA Part B permit.
That enforceable consent agreement logically needs to be combined with this corrective action draft
Order. EPA (and NMED by incorporation) fully recognized the logic of combining RCRA corrective
action with the closure and post-closure process into a single enforceable document for interim-status
facilities exiting the RCRA TSD system. The Facility is the paradigm facility for handling under this
combined program.
EPA created this new procedure in 1998 to put closure/postclosure for interim status facilities
together with a corrective action order by making amendments to 265 .110 (c) and (d), 265 .112, and
265.118 and creating a new provision 265.121. 4 Essentially, EPA recognized it made no sense at all
to be undertaking corrective action under a corrective action order that would apply to a facility's
Hazardous Waste Management Unit (also called a "regulated unit" by EPA in the RCRA program)
and a facility's SWMUs in the vicinity of that HWMU, and then to require an interim status facility
to go through a separate closure/postclosure process for its HWMU that could be in conflict,
inconsistent or duplicative of the corrective action order process. So EPA changed its regulations so
that interim status facilities that were going into closure (and potentially post-closure) could integrate
all the attendant closure, post-closure and corrective action obligations, which are undoubtedly
overlapping, into a single enforceable document.
EPA noted some of the very important policy reasons for combining the closure/post-closure
together with corrective action in an illustrative preamble statement for the rule proposal:
"The universe of closed and closing regulated land disposal units includes a number
of units that have released hazardous wastes and constituents into soils and groundwater
surrounding the unit. In terms of the environmental risk associated with these regulated units,
and the activities necessary to address that risk, these units are indistinguishable from
non-regulated solid waste management units. In many cases, particularly in the case of
unlined land-based units, closure of the regulated unit will involve many of the same
activities as do corrective actions conducted under the authority of Sec. 264.101 or RCRA
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section 3008(h). However, in the case ofregulated units, the regulations of parts 264 and 265
governing groundwater monitoring, closure and post-closure care, and financial assurance
continue to apply during cleanup.
"The Agency is concerned that this dual regulatory scheme often limits the Agency's
ability to determine the best remedy at regulated units. The Agency believes that there are
many situations where allowing the Regional Administrator to make a site-specific
determination, rather than strictly applying the full range of parts 264 and 265 requirements,
would better serve the goal of expedited closure of the unit.
"Consider, for example, the situation where EPA or an authorized State addresses,
through its corrective action authorities, a collection of adjacent units releasing hazardous
constituents to the environment. If one of those units were a regulated unit, while the others
were non-regulated solid waste management units, two regulatory regimes would arguably
apply. Under the current regulatory structure, EPA might select remedies for the solid waste
management units through the proposed 40 CFR subpart S process, while the regulated unit
would remain subject to part 264 and part 265 closure and groundwater monitoring
requirements. Thus, in one case groundwater cleanup levels would be selected through a
balancing process comparable to Superfund's, while for the regulated unit, the owner or
operator might be required to clean the site up to background, or seek an Alternative
Concentration Limit under Sec. 264. 94. In this case, EPA does not believe retaining a dual
regulatory structure serves the goal of expedited cleanups. Rather, it believes that the
corrective action process, which was specifically designed for remedial activities, would be
more appropriate to address the closed regulated units.
"In other cases, the regulations might prevent the owner or operator from closing the
unit in a manner that meets the closure performance standard of Secs. 264.111 and 265.111.
For example, where waste has been removed from a unit but contaminated soils remain, the
remedy that might best prevent future releases from the unit could include installation of an
infiltration system and flushing of soils over time to remove remaining contamination.
However, the requirement of Secs. 264.310 and 265.310 that the unit be covered with an
impermeable RCRA cap would arguably rule out or significantly complicate the remedy,
because soils could not be flushed beneath a cap, and the contaminated soils would remain
untreated.
"The Agency is considering amendments to the requirements of parts 264 and 265
that would reduce or eliminate the regulatory distinction between closed or closing regulated
units that require corrective action and other solid waste management units."

See Standards Applicable to Owners and Operators of Closed and Closing Hazardous Waste
Management Facilities: Post-Closure Requirement: Closure Process: State Corrective Action
Authority (59. Fed. Reg. 55778, Nov. 8, 1994).
In fact, EPA finalized those amendments on October 22, 1998, stating the following:
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"The Agency agrees that some integration of the closure and facility-wide corrective action
requirements is warranted. The Agency has taken steps in this final rule to address the
situation where two units are involved in the same remedy and there is potential for the two
sets ofrequirements to conflict."
63 Fed. Reg. at 56718 (Oct. 22, 1998).
Thus, it is logical to combine the closure (and any necessary post-closure) of the Facility's
TSD with the corrective action order. As stated by EPA in guidance:
"Prior to the final Post-closure rule, where a regulated unit was situated among non-regulated
solid waste management units, two sets of requirements arguably applied - the regulated units
were subject to the closure and groundwater monitoring and remediation requirements of 40
CFR Parts 264 and 265, and the solid waste management units were subject to the more
flexible corrective action requirements of Part 264.101. To allow regulators to address those
situations using one regulatory scheme, the final Post-Closure rule provided discretion to
replace the closure and groundwater requirements of Parts 264 and 265 at the regulated unit
with site-specific requirements set out in a permit or other enforceable document."
RCRA Online 14510 (April 28, 1999 Letter to Ms. Julie Wanslow of NMED from Elizabeth
Cotsworth, EPA Acting Director, Office of Solid Waste). Respondents respectfully suggest that since
the Facility's new benzene air strippers will result in the cessation of any treatment of D018
wastewater in a regulated unit, triggering the closure process, it makes ultimate sense to use one
regulatory scheme to address the closure/post-closure and corrective action.
Closure/Post-Closure Phase
The Facility is installing a benzene stripper/tank system that will decharacterize all hazardous
process wastewater prior to further treatment in the ABT impoundment. As soon as the new benzene
stripper/tank system is installed, Respondents will be ceasing treatment of hazardous waste in the
regulated unit at the Facility. Cessation of permitted treatment activities triggers the closure/postclosure phase, which logically combines with RCRA corrective action. All decharacterization
treatment of characteristic wastewaters would occur in the tank system (which would have benzene
strippers) in compliance with the WWTU option, prior to placement of the subsequently nonhazardous effluent into the ABT surface impoundment. The WWTU tank system will also be
equipped, as part of the proposed modification, with an additional 10,000 barrel tank to provide
surge capacity. As a result, all process wastewater streams, including any contaminated runoff, as
that term is defined under 40 C.F.R. Part 419, can be decharacterized prior to placement in the
surface impoundment for aggressive biological treatment.
On a going forward basis, the Facility thus would not be required to have a TSD permit for
any future treatment of hazardous waste. As it is discontinuing the TSDF activities, Respondents
must now take the Facility through closure as is contemplated by RCRA whenever a facility stops its
TSD regulated activity. With respect to the closure/post-closure, Giant proposes to handle those
pursuant to an enforceable agreement with NMED that also includes the RCRA corrective action
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required. Giant submits that it only makes sense to agree on one groundwater monitoring program,
not two programs (one for closure/post-closure and the second one currently requested for corrective
action purposes by NMED in the draft Order).

Lack of Imminent and Substantial Endangerment
On page one of the draft Order, the second paragraph states that the Order is issued
"under the New Mexico Hazardous Waste Act (HWA), NMSA §§ 74-4-10.1 and 74-4-13,
and the New Mexico Hazardous Waste Management Regulations 20.4 NMAC. This Order
contains the investigation and corrective action requirements, including requirements under
NMSA 1978, 74-4-4.2(8) and 74-4-l0(E), 5 for the Respondents' petroleum refining
facility .... "
NMSA § 74-4-10.1 provides in pertinent part as follows:

"74-4-10.1. Hazardous waste monitoring, analysis and testing.
A.
If the director determines, upon receipt of any information, that:
( 1)

the presence of any hazardous waste at a facility or site at which hazardous waste is
or has been stored, treated or disposed of; or

(2)

the release of any such waste from such facility or site may present a substantial
hazard to human health or the environment, he may issue an order requiring the
owner or operator of such facility to conduct such monitoring, testing, analysis and
reporting with respect to such facility or site as the director deems reasonable to
ascertain the nature and extent of such hazard." (emphasis added).

NMSA §7 4-4-13 provides in pertinent part:

"74-4-13. Imminent hazards; authority of director; penalties.
A.

Notwithstanding any other provision of the Hazardous Waste Act [ 74-4-1 NMSA
1978], whenever the secretary is in receipt of evidence that the past or current
handling, storage, treatment, transportation or disposal of solid waste or hazardous
waste or the condition or maintenance of a storage tank may present an imminent and
substantial endangerment to health or the environment, he may bring suit in the
appropriate district court to immediately restrain any person, including any past or
present generator, past or present transporter or past or present owner or operator of a
treatment, storage or disposal facility, who has contributed or is contributing to such
activity, to take such other action as may be necessary or both .... The secretary may
also take other action, including but not limited to issuing such orders as may be
necessary to protect health and the environment." (emphasis added).

The two provisions quoted immediately above are repeated in Item III.C., Jurisdiction, on
page 34 of the draft Order as the basis for requiring corrective action by Respondents. As discussed
below, Giant objects to NMED's assertion that there is an imminent and substantial endangerment to
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human health or the environment at the Facility, in large part due to the many interim measures
already taken on behalf of Respondents to address some, if not all, of the issues recited in the draft
Order.
In fact, EPA Region 6 has listed the Facility as having achieved the key environmental
indicator of having brought human exposures under control. According to EPA's RCRA 2005
Clean-Up Baseline from Region 6, 6 construction of the cleanup for the interim goals of RCRA
corrective action has been completed at the Facility and current human exposures have been
adequately controlled. EPA Region 6 has assigned a "YE" status code for the status of the Facility's
efforts to bring current human exposures under control as an Environmental Indicator. According to
EPA guidance, this means EPA Region 6 has determined that the following remedial results have
already been achieved:
"Definition of 'Current Human Exposures Under Control' EI
A positive 'Current Human Exposures Under Control' EI determination ('YE' status code)
indicates that there are no 'unacceptable' human exposures to 'contamination' (i.e.,
contaminants in concentration in excess of appropriate risk-based levels) that can be
reasonably expected under current land- and groundwater-use conditions (for all
'contamination' subject to RCRA corrective action at or from the identified facility (i.e., sitewide ))."
RCRA Online 14335 (Feb. 5, 1999 Memorandum entitled Interim Final Guidance for RCRA
Corrective Action Environmental Indicators, from Elizabeth Cotsworth, EPA's Acting Director for
the Office of Solid Waste to RCRA Senior Policy Managers in Regions 1-X.)
Respondents object to NMED's assertion that there is an imminent and substantial
endangerment to health or the environment at the Facility for another fundamental reason. The first
reason, as noted above, is that there is no basis factually for such "endangerment." The second
reason is that, even if there were such "endangerment", which Respondents deny, such
"endangerment" cannot apply to non-hazardous solid wastes under New Mexico law. It appears to
Respondents that NMED' s reliance on NMSA 1978 §74-4-13 is an attempt to assert jurisdiction over
non-hazardous solid wastes in a way prohibited by at least three other New Mexico statutes that,
together, define state jurisdiction over non-hazardous solid wastes at oil refineries. The statutes are
the New Mexico Solid Waste Act, NMSA §§74-9-1 to 74-9-42; the New Mexico Oil and Gas Act,
NMSA §§70-2-1 to 70-2-38; and the New Mexico Water Quality Act, NMSA §§74-6-1 to 74-6-17.
The New Mexico Solid Waste Act, adopted by the New Mexico Legislature in 1990,
excludes wastes associated with oil refineries from its definition of"solid waste." The definition of
"solid waste" is as follows:

"Solid Waste" does not include: (1) drilling fluids, produced water
and other non-domestic wastes associated with the exploration,
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development or production, transportation, storage, treatment or
refinement of crude oil, natural gas, carbon dioxide gas or geothermal
energy; ...
§74-9-3.N (emphasis added). This exclusion of NMED jurisdiction is consistent with the longstanding jurisdiction of the New Mexico Oil Conservation Division ("OCD") over the regulation of
solid wastes associated with oil refineries and other operations of the oil and gas industry.
The New Mexico Oil and Gas Act, both prior to enactment of the New Mexico Solid Waste
Act and currently, authorizes OCD to regulate wastes associated with oil refineries. The statutory
language is as follows:
B.
Apart from any authority, express or implied,
elsewhere given to or existing in the oil conservation division by
virtue of the Oil and Gas Act or the statutes of this state, the division
is authorized to make rules, regulations and orders for the purposes
and with respect to the subject matter stated in this subsection: ...
(21) to regulate the disposition of nondomestic wastes
resulting from the exploration, development, production or storage of
crude oil or natural gas to protect public health and the environment;
and
(22) to regulate the disposition of nondomestic wastes
resulting from the oil field service industry, the transportation of
crude oil or natural gas, the treatment of natural gas or the refinement
of crude oil to protect public health and the environment, including
administering the Water Quality Act [74-6-1 NMSA 1978] as
provided in Subsection E of Section 74-6-4 NMSA 1978.
§70-2-12.B (emphasis added). Thus, when read together, the New Mexico Solid Waste Act and the
New Mexico Oil and Gas Act demonstrate that the New Mexico Legislature intended OCD rather
than NMED to have jurisdiction over the regulation of wastes associated with oil refineries and other
oil and gas industry operations.
As stated in §70-2-12.B(22) of the New Mexico Oil and Gas Act, which is quoted above,
OCD also exercises jurisdiction over water quality under the New Mexico Water Quality Act. Under
§74-6-4.E of that Act, the Water Quality Control Commission ("WQCC") has delegated authority to
OCD, as a constituent agency of the WQCC, to administer that Act on refinery premises and over
other oil and gas operations. WQCC's Delegation of Responsibilities to Environmental
Improvement Division and Oil Conservation Division, OCD Environmental Handbook, Tab 2. The
2006 OCD Order for the Facility is pursuant to OCD's authority under the New Mexico Water
Quality Act.

••
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Thus Respondents are concerned that NMED is ignoring three other New Mexico statutes in
making its "endangerment" claim. Respondents believe that the New Mexico Legislature has
determined that non-hazardous wastes at oil refineries should only be subject to regulation under the
New Mexico Oil and Gas Act and the New Mexico Water Quality Act. At the very least, any order
issued by NMED under the New Mexico Hazardous Waste Act should reflect a careful analysis of
each purported waste to determine whether that waste meets the RCRA definition of"hazardous" (as
adopted by NMED) and is therefore appropriately subject to the New Mexico Hazardous Waste Act.
Otherwise, any wastes at the Facility are only potentially subject to regulation under the New Mexico
Oil and Gas Act or the New Mexico Water Quality Act.
Federal Preemption

Until a final Order is negotiated that meets EPA's satisfaction so that EPA withdraws the
governing 1992 EPA AOC for corrective action at the Facility, any NMED Order is null and void
under the doctrine of federal preemption. State law, as reflected in this draft Order, is preempted by
actual conflict with federal law because EPA has control of the corrective action at this Facility.
Here, Respondents must point out that NMED seeks to issue an Order that addresses exactly the
same subject and same facility as the 1992 Region 6 Administrative Order on Consent. NMED's
Order is preempted, much as even a state court's order would be, since EPA Region 6 has already
taken jurisdiction. Respondents are willing to work on an AOC with NMED that will satisfy NMED
and EPA Region 6, and will enter into one, based on NMED's apparent desire to have Region 6
withdraw its Order. The AOC with NMED can conditionally state that it takes effect upon the
withdrawal of the existing Region 6 Order.
The following quote from a Fourth Circuit case illustrates the problem. In this case it was a
court's actions applying state law (as opposed to a state agency's actions applying state law) that
were alleged to conflict with an EPA Consent Order:
"[l]n Feikema v. Texaco, Inc., this court addressed whether state-court relief would conflict
with an EPA Consent Order. The Feikema plaintiffs sought damages and an injunction
requmng
excavation, treatment and replacement of contaminated soil to a specified depth and
over a specified area; ... "enhanced groundwater extraction and bio-remediation to
reduce the off-site contamination"; and ... construction of a "free phase hydrocarbon
trench removal system across the water table."
Id. at 1416. Because the EPA Order in Feikema focused on a particular incident, and thus was not
intended to supplant state authority in the entire field, the court applied only the second, actualconflict prong of the Worm inquiry:
[W]hen the EPA, acting within valid statutory authority of the RCRA and not
arbitrarily, enters into a consent order, that order will also preempt conflicting state
regulation, including a federal court order based on state common law.
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... [T]he test for determining whether state law conflicts with federal law is whether
"it is impossible to comply with both state and federal law" or whether "the state law
stands as an obstacle to the accomplishment of the full purposes and objectives" of
federal law.
Feikema, 16 F.3d at 1416 (quoting Worm, 970 F.2d at 1305) (emphasis added) (other citations
omitted). Noting that the Consent Order "addresse[d] the same site and conditions covered by the
homeowners' suit," the Feikema court determined that an injunction would conflict with the EPA's
activities and thus was preempted. Id. 100 F .3d 1150 (4th Cir. 1996).
NMED's draft Order addresses corrective action at the same facility as EPA's 1992 Consent
Order that currently governs this site. It addresses the same releases of hazardous constituents at this
interim status TSD facility. In the case ofNMED's draft order, the reasoning of the Feikema court
quoted above clearly applies. If taken to court, the opinion might read just as the one above did, with
the phrase "NMED Order" substituted below for "homeowners suit" and "injunction": "Noting that
the Consent Order "addresse[ d] the same site and conditions covered by the [NMED Order]," the
court determined that an [NMED Order] would conflict with the EPA's activities and thus was
preempted."
Simply put, NMED is putting Respondents in a very difficult position by issuing a unilateral
draft Order covering what the 1992 EPA AOC already covers. NMED complicates matters even
further by requesting that matters be handled in a manner extremely inconsistent with current federal
RCRA corrective action policies.
Dispute Resolution
The draft Order imposes numerous requirements on Respondents that are subject to
interpretation and further discussion. Further, many provisions of the draft Order purport to allow
NMED to impose additional unspecified requirements on Respondents. A few examples, without
limitation, refer to a determination by NMED "that additional corrective action is necessary" in
Section 111.G.2; a requirement in Section 111.L that "Respondents perform tasks in addition to those
required by this Order"; and a requirement in Section VI.A. I for "interim measures, if the
Department determines such measures are necessary". Despite these numerous requirements that
will inevitably trigger misunderstandings and disagreements between well meaning parties, the draft
Order contains no provision for dispute resolution. Consequently, Respondents believe that such a
dispute resolution provision is necessary and should be addressed in negotiations between NMED
and Respondents.
II. ADDITIONAL SPECIFIC COMMENTS

Respondents have a number of concerns with the breadth and ambiguity of the specific
language of the draft Order, and herein set forth some of those concerns for purposes of facilitating
discussion, which Respondents hope will lead to ultimate resolution with NMED in a negotiated
corrective action Consent Order.

1
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Preliminarily, Respondents point out that the New Mexico legislature has mandated that New
Mexico's hazardous waste regulations be "equivalent to and no more stringent than" those adopted
by EPA. NMSA 74-4-4(A), (C). For example, NMSA § 74-4-4(A) provides in relevant part as
follows:

74-4-4. Duties and powers of the board.
A.
The board shall adopt rules for the management of hazardous waste as may be
necessary to protect public health and the environment, that are equivalent to and no
more stringent than federal regulations adopted by the federal environmental
protection agency pursuant to the federal Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
of 1976, as amended:

* * *
(5)

establishing performance standards as may be necessary to protect human health and
the environment applicable to owners and operators of facilities for the treatment,
storage or disposal of hazardous waste identified or listed under this section,
distinguishing, where appropriate, between new facilities and facilities in existence
on the date of promulgation, including requirements: ...

(h)

the taking of corrective action for all releases of hazardous waste or constituents from
any solid waste management unit at a treatment, storage or disposal facility,
regardless of the time at which waste was placed in the unit; and

(i)

the taking of corrective action beyond a facility's boundaries where necessary to
protect human health and the environment unless the owner or operator of that
facility demonstrates to the satisfaction of the secretary that, despite the owner's or
operator's best efforts, the owner or operator was unable to obtain the necessary
permission to undertake such action. Rules adopted and promulgated under this
subparagraph shall take effect immediately and shall apply to all facilities operating
under permits issued under Paragraph (6) of this subsection and to all landfills,
surface impoundments and waste pile units, including any new units, replacements of
existing units or lateral expansions of existing units, that receive hazardous waste
after July 26, 1982. No private entity shall be precluded by reason of criteria
established under Subparagraph (f) of this paragraph from the ownership or operation
of facilities providing hazardous waste treatment, storage or disposal services where
the entity can provide assurance of financial responsibility and continuity of
operation consistent with the degree and duration of risks associated with the
treatment, storage or disposal of specified hazardous waste; ... "

* * *

Thus, the New Mexico legislature directs that the NMED corrective action program be run
equivalent to and no more stringent the federal corrective action program, and indeed NMED has
adopted 264.101 requiring corrective action for solid waste management units at TSDFs. As noted in
that regulation as adopted by NMED, the owner or operator of a TSDF "must institute corrective
action as necessary to protect human health and the environment from all releases of hazardous waste

,,,;,
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or constituents from any solid waste management unit at the facility, regardless of the time at which
the waste was placed in the unit."
Corrective action was required by the 1984 HSW A amendments which specified in Section
3004(u) that operations at TSDFs: "shall require corrective action for all releases of hazardous waste
or constituents from any solid waste management unit at a treatment, storage or disposal facility ... "
EPA has interpreted "hazardous waste" to be those so identified at 40 C.F .R. 261.3. In 1984, when
Congress adopted the corrective action provisions into law for TSDFs, "constituents" were those
listed in 40 C.F.R. Part 261, Appendix VIII (referred to hereafter as "Appendix VIII"). 7 Appendix
VIII contains a lengthy list of specific chemicals.
In 40 C.F.R. Section 260.10, adopted by reference as the NMED regulation, the following
definition makes reference to the Appendix VIII list (used as a basis for listing wastes) and also
includes the 40 TCLP chemicals listed in table 1 at 261.24 to define "constituent":

"Hazardous waste constituent means a constituent that caused the Administrator to list the
hazardous waste in part 261, subpart D, of this chapter, or a constituent listed in table 1 of
§261.24 of this chapter."
Similarly, in Part 268 of the RCRA regulations (adopted by reference by NMED), the following is
stated with respect to the definition of "hazardous constituent" for the purpose of restricting land
disposal of hazardous wastes:
"(b) Hazardous constituent or constituents means those constituents listed in appendix VIII to
part 261 of this chapter."
268.2(b).
EPA's training module on RCRA Groundwater Monitoring for permitted TSDFs makes it
clear that corrective action applies to the Appendix VIII hazardous constituents:
"Groundwater Protection Standard

The GWPS is used to indicate when corrective action is necessary to control plumes of
contamination from regulated units (264.92). When a facility submits an application for a
permit modification to establish compliance monitoring, the [Regulatory Authority] specifies
the GWPS in the permit. The GWPS consists of four elements:
- A list of hazardous constituents (264.93)
- The concentration limits for each of the hazardous constituents (264.94)
- The point of compliance (264.95)
- The compliance period during which the GWPS applies (264.96).
The hazardous constituents identified in the GWPS are those constituents from Part 261,
Appendix VIII, which have been detected in the uppermost aquifer and are reasonably
expected to be in or derived from the waste contained in a regulated unit."

',
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Introduction to Groundwater Monitoring (40 CFR Parts 264/265, Subpart F), [October 2001] at page
14. 8
Finally, EPA stated the following with respect to corrective action under RCRA section
3004(u):
"The term 'hazardous constituent' used in section 3004(u) means those constituents found in
Appendix VIII to 40 C.F.R. Part 261."
55 Fed. Reg. 30,798, 30,809 (July 27, 1990).
RCRA corrective action involves the investigation of releases from regulated units
(hazardous waste management units or HWMUs) and solid waste management units (SWMUs), and
allows for the cleanup, as determined by RCRA corrective action policies and processes, of
hazardous waste and hazardous constituents that have migrated from SWMUs at levels posing a
material risk to public health or the environment. RCRA corrective action in TSD permits generally
does not address areas at facilities that are not HWMUs or SWMUs, nor does it address the wide
universe of all potential pollutants at a facility, focusing instead on hazardous wastes and hazardous
constituents from SWMUs. 9
Page 1, I., Introduction. The fourth paragraph of this section states that the requirements of
the Order will apply to "all other places at the Facility where contaminants may have come to be
located" and to "all contaminants that have migrated from the Facility beyond the Facility boundary."
This statement is inconsistent with the jurisdictional limits of RCRA corrective action and should be
rephrased in accordance with applicable law. RCRA corrective action never has covered all
contaminants that might occur at a facility, nor does it require addressing everything that might have
migrated. RCRA corrective action should apply to hazardous waste and hazardous constituents, as
defined by regulations, that have migrated from SWMUs or HWMUs at levels that are appropriate
for corrective action. 10 That applies equally to corrective action for interim status facilities, which
EPA addresses under RCRA Section 3008(h):

EPA's Interpretation of the Scope of Section 3008(h)
The Agency uses section 3008(h) authority to address releases at interim status facilities
authorized to operate under section 3005(e) ofRCRA. In a December 15, 1985, memorandum from
J. Winston Porter, then Assistant Administrator of the Office of Solid Waste and Emergency
Response, "Interpretation of Section 3008(h) of the Solid Waste Disposal Act," EPA interpreted
section 3008(h) to enable the Agency to respond to releases of hazardous waste or hazardous
constituents at facilities that have, had or should have had authorization to operate under interim
status by taking either judicial or administrative action." 59 Fed. Reg. at 55, 789 (November 8,
1994)(underlined emphasis added). 11
Page 2, 11.A.2, Respondents. The respondents are named as San Juan Refining Company and
Giant Industries Arizona, Inc. As noted in the correction to the June 21, 2006 public notice, the
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Facility is owned by SJRC and operated by Giant. Under RCRA, the owner or operator of the
Facility may be required to undertake certain corrective actions under appropriate circumstances as
the Facility is an interim status TSDF.
Page 4, ,r 12. The first sentence of paragraph 12 indicates that hazardous wastes from the
Facility are disposed of offsite, which is correct for all hazardous wastes with the exception of some
DO 18 wastewater. In the second sentence, there is an incorrect statement as to wastes that are treated
onsite. The only hazardous waste treated onsite is DO 18 wastewater that exits the API separator,
which DO 18 wastewater is promptly decharacterized and rendered non-hazardous by the aggressive
biological treatment that occurs in the south aeration lagoon, which is lined for groundwater
protection. By the time the wastewater exits the south aeration lagoon, it is fully decharacterized and
is no longer hazardous waste. This was confirmed by EPA sampling during an inspection on
February 5-6, 2001. 12 Only non-hazardous wastewater is handled in the Class I injection well.
Page 4, ,r 13. The first sentence of paragraph 13 just generically assumes that process areas,
tanks and piping, loading and unloading areas, waste storage areas and other areas automatically
result in SWMUs and HWMUs and hazardous constituents from those entering the environment. The
appropriate definition of SWMU is "any discernible unit at which solid wastes have been placed at
any time, irrespective of whether the unit was intended for the management of solid or hazardous
waste. Such units include any area at a facility at which solid wastes have been routinely and
systematically released." 55 Fed. Reg. at 30808 (July 27, 1990). There are at least two reasons why
process areas should not automatically be presumed to be SWMUs. First, there must be some
evidence ofroutine and systematic release. Second, many of the areas at the Facility are regulated by
other statutory programs and are RCRA exempt to the extent subject to those other programs, such as
the Clean Water Act program to regulate process wastewater discharges.
The second sentence of paragraph 13 incorrectly lists a number of chemicals as hazardous
constituents. Unless a chemical is listed in the Appendix VIII list, it is not a hazardous constituent.
For example, manganese was at one point in time considered by EPA for possible addition to the
Appendix VIII hazardous constituents list, but EPA decided in 2001 that it was not appropriate to
make manganese a hazardous constituent. 66 Fed. Reg. 58257 (Nov. 20, 2001). Copper, fluoride,
chloride, nitrate, sulfate, zinc, ethylbenzene, xylene, and the generic categories ofVOCs, SVOCs,
P AH, SPH, DRO, GRO or ORO are not listed in Appendix VIII.
Page 5, ,r 21. The third sentence of paragraph 21 reflects a misunderstanding of the nature of
wastewater at petroleum refineries. It states that"[ w ]astewater at refineries typically contains listed
hazardous wastes (F037 and F038) and characteristic hazardous waste, toxic for benzene (D0l 8)."
There are many wastewaters (e.g., non-contact cooling water and non-process area stormwater) at
refineries that do not exhibit the benzene characteristic. Furthermore, F037 and F038 are sludges and
expressly are not contained in wastewater. 13 Since the first impoundment at Bloomfield that receives
wastewater is engaged in active biological treatment, and therefore cannot produce F037 or F038, it
would be impossible to scour F037 or F038 out of an impoundment at Bloomfield. 14
It may be fair to say that process wastewaters routed to the South Aeration Lagoon exhibited
the benzene characteristic in the past, although in any event with the pending installation of benzene
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strippers (as part of the WWTU agreed to in the 2006 EPA Order) that will no longer be the case.
After the installation of the benzene strippers, there should be no wastewaters that fail TCLP at the
Facility as a general rule, except those handled in the zero discharge WWTU which are not subject to
regulation under RCRA so long as they are appropriately decharacterized by the benzene strippers in
the WWTU prior to entering the South Aeration Lagoon (or any other surface impoundment). Since
the surface impoundments at the Facility utilize ABT, there is no F037/F038 formation in the ABT
impoundment or thereafter. The decharacterized wastewater may then be properly managed in the
Class I UIC well in a manner fully consistent with all applicable requirements.
The Facility built and implemented aggressive biological treatment and evaporation unit
capacity after the enactment of the Clean Water Act ("CWA"). These units were intended as
sufficient to hold, treat and retain (without discharge) all process wastewater that became regulated
under the CWA 40 C.F.R. Part 419 TBEL requirements. 15 When it became clear that some
"contaminated runoff' would also become regulated under Part 419 in the 1980s, the Facility
expanded its holding capacity for the CWA wastewater treatment and retention system.
As production of CWA-treated wastewaters increased beyond the already expanded
holding/evaporation capacity at Bloomfield in the early 1990s, Giant elected to permit, construct and
operate a Class I UIC well, enabling the Facility to stay at NPDES zero discharge ofits CWA-treated
process wastewater. In short, Respondents have invested substantial funds over the years to bring the
Facility into compliance with the CWA through the primary and secondary treatment of CWAprocess wastewaters, combined with the NPDES goal of a zero discharge (of process wastewater)
system ofretention/evaporation impoundments and a Class I UIC well for primary and secondarily
treated wastewater.
The Facility has consistently sought to eliminate discharges to surface waters that occurred in
the past by reengineering towards the zero discharge goal for the process wastewater. After these Part
419 regulations were promulgated, the process wastewater flows at the Facility were directed into
the NPDES zero discharge wastewater treatment system of retention ponds and basins constructed
and operated to assure that Part 419 regulated effluents directed into this system would not discharge.
This was supplemented with a Class I UIC well permit to allow disposal of treated wastewater.
In summary, Giant today operates and maintains a CWA treatment system, consisting of
primary treatment in a tank system utilizing an API separator, secondary treatment in a surface
impoundment utilizing CWA aggressive biological treatment, tertiary biological and evaporative
treatment in subsequent surface impoundments, and when needed, disposal of treated effluent
pursuant to a Class I UIC permit. As a result, this NPDES "zero discharge" treatment and retention
system at the Facility is successfully able to treat and manage all CWA_Part 419 process wastewater
without a discharge, such that an NPDES permit for surface discharges is no longer required~ 16 Part
419 regulated effluent is treated in a wastewater tank system that achieves primary treatment through
the use of an API separator, secondary treatment through the use of ABT and other
biological/evaporative treatment. All wastewater is managed in "zero discharge" retention
impoundments. 17 As opposed to discharging to surface waters, as happened in the past, the Facility
operates a Class I UIC well for the disposal of treated wastewater. These major investments and
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operating practices have allowed the Facility to eliminate process wastewater discharge through this
"zero surface discharge" NPDES retention pond system, combined with a Class I UIC well.
Page 5, ,i 23. This section reflects a misunderstanding of the concept of hazardous
constituents. First, the statement is made that petroleum products contains hazardous constituents,
which cannot be the case. Hazardous constituents can only come from waste materials, either at a
solid waste management unit or from hazardous waste. Second, ethyl benzene and xylene are not on
the Appendix VIII list of hazardous constituents.
Page 7, ,i 31. This section is incorrect in that the August 2003 groundwater monitoring MW37 and MW-38 were both non-detect for dissolved lead and hence did not exceed WQCC standards.
Page 7, ,i 33. MW-47 had no SPH in May 2003 and August 2003. The 2003 Annual Report
reflected an error in so stating, as only MW-45 contained SPH. The analytical data in the 2003
report clarifies this (analytical order #038143).
Page 8, ,i 3 7. This section contains an erroneous reference to the EPA Region 6 HHMSSL for
MTBE. MTBE is not a hazardous constituent. Further, it is highly doubtful, as claimed in this
Paragraph, that all wells indicate the movement of MTBE offsite. Some of the listed wells do not
exceed the Region 6 HHMSSL for MTBE. MW-37 did not exceed the HHMSSL for MTBE in
March 2004 or August 2004. Next, MTBE often is a poor predictor of other hydrocarbon
constituents movement, due to the propensity of other hydrocarbon constituents to undergo the
attenuation processes described in EPA guidance 18 •
Page 9, ,i 39. Reference is made to total metals sampling, and comparisons are made.
Bioavailable (i.e., dissolved) metals would be the appropriate reference for human health or
environmental concerns.
Page 9, ,i 40. Data is misstated. MW-45 had SPH in March 2004 but was not measured in
August 2004 as it had been switched to emergency recovery well service.
Page 9, ,is 41-43. Here,_and at various other places in this draft Order, reference is made to
potential concerns with Clean Water Act pollutants and the San Juan River. Discharges to a water of
the U.S. are handled under the CWA program and are not the purview ofRCRA corrective action.
The goal of the Facility is to be zero-discharge, except for some industrial stormwater discharges that
are authorized under 122.26 general permits.
The history of the Facility's efforts to eliminate NPDES process wastewater discharges
illuminates what areas of the facility (the wastewater treatment system and the UIC well) should be
considered as covered by those regulatory programs (CW A and SDWA UIC) as opposed to RCRA.
A series of federal regulatory developments, beginning with the initial 1970 Refuse Act
Permit Program (run by the Army Corps with EPA assistance), then followed by the Congressional
adoption of the NP DES permit requirement in 1972, and the EPA efforts starting in 1973 to adopt
technology based regulations governing process wastewater discharges (Part 419) from petroleum
refineries, resulted in the determination in the 1970s by the Facility to manage its 40 C.F .R. Part 419
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process wastewater in a zero discharge retention system. Respondents continue to maintain and
operate this NPDES zero discharge system for process wastewater, regularly inspecting the condition
of the retention system. To the extent there is excess treated wastewater for disposal (beyond the
retention capacity), the Facility operates a Class I UIC permitted injection well. This combination of
retention impoundments and a UIC well (added in the early 1990s) allows Bloomfield generally to
maintain an NPDES "zero discharge" CWA system for its treated process wastewater outside of
RCRA. Once the benzene strippers are installed and operational, Respondents believe the entire
wastewater system will be fully RCRA exempt.
The relevant regulatory history for the Facility's implementation of a zero discharge NP DES
system began with a federal mandate in 1970 that an oil refinery, may no longer discharge into a
water of the United States (or its tributaries) unless a federal permit was obtained to assure the
pollution would not be unduly harmful. These initial federal efforts to require a permit for discharges
of wastewater from industrial facilities, such as the Facility, utilized the authority of the Rivers and
Harbors Act (also known as the Refuse Act), administered by the Army Corps of Engineers. Earth
Day and public concerns led Richard Nixon not only to create the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency in 1970, it also led to his 1970 issuance of Executive Order 11574.
"Executive Order 11574 initiated the Section 13 (R&H Act of 1899) permit program known
as the Refuse Act Permit Program (RAPP) for controlling all discharges into navigable
waters and their tributaries. RAPP administered by Corps with oversight and decision
authority by EP A." 19
In 1972, Congress enacted the Clean Water Act requiring NPDES permits for facilities
adding pollutants to federally protected waters through a point source, which continued the
regulation of discharges to navigable waters and their tributaries but moved the permit program from
the Army Corps of Engineers to EPA (with the exception of 404 dredge and fill discharges, for
which permitting authority was kept in the Army Corps). The new NPDES permits were more
detailed in terms of what was to be included, and specifically required technology-based effluent
limitations (TBELs) and, where necessary to assure attainment with water quality standards for the
receiving waters, water-quality based effluent limitations (WQBELs). 20
These regulatory changes sent a fairly clear signal that process wastewater would have to be
captured in order to meet discharge limitations for these new permits.
"Petroleum refining operations generate large amounts of wastewater that require treatment
in order to reduce wastewater pollutants and produce effluents that meet discharge
requirements specified under Clean Water Act (CWA) programs ....
"Wastewater treatment systems at petroleum refineries generally consist of the following
elements: (1) A drainage and collection system to collect and carry wastewaters to treatment
unit, (2) a primary treatment system to separate oil/water/solids (o/w/s), and (3) a secondary
(biological) treatment system to remove soluble biodegradable wastewater pollutants."
55 Fed. Reg. at 46359 (Nov. 2, 1990).
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The Facility's wastewater treatment system consists of exactly this type of CWA-treatment
system, with an oil/water separator API tank (primary treatment) connected to a tank system of
drains and pipes leading from the areas of process wastewater generation, followed by piping the
primary treated effluent to a secondary, aggressive biological treatment pond and thereafter to
additional ponds for further biological treatment and evaporation.
EPA authorized the wastewater treatment unit option for WWTU [40 C.F.R. Section
270.1 (c)(2)(v)] two days before the RCRA TSD regulations first took effect on November 19, 1980.
See 45 Fed. Reg. 76074 (Nov. 17, 1980). 21 The 1980 WWTU rule exempted the following from
RCRA permit and hazardous waste tank performance standards:
" 'Wastewater treatment unit' means a device which:
(i) Is part of a wastewater treatment facility which is subject to regulation under either
Section 402 or Section 307(b) of the Clean Water Act; and
(ii) Receives and treats or stores an influent wastewater which is a hazardous waste as
defined in §261.3 of this chapter, or generates and accumulates a wastewater treatment
sludge which is a hazardous waste as defined in §261.3 of this chapter, or treats or stores a
wastewater treatment sludge which is a hazardous waste as defined in §261.3 of this chapter;
and
(iii) Meets the definition of tank in §260.10 of this chapter."
45 Fed. Reg. at 76075 (Nov. 17, 1980).
The November 17, 1980 rule allowing characteristic wastewaters to be treated in a WWTU
(without a TSD permit) was designed specifically to avoid unnecessary, duplicative regulation of a
WWTU. This November 17, 1980 rulemaking exempted the WWTU (i.e., tanks and ancillary
equipment used to treat hazardous wastewater) from the general RCRA TSD permitting
requirements at 40 C.F.R. Part 270, and the rulemaking also made the WWTU exempt from the
general facility and specific tank design and operating standards in Parts 264 and 265. There are a
number of EPA guidance documents that discuss the goals and purposes of the WWTU option. See,
RCRA Online Numbers 11066, 11379, 11408, 13526, 13727, 14122.
Qualified WWTUs that meet the 270.l(c)(2)(v) and 260.10 requirements are exempt from
any hazardous waste tank or TSD permitting requirements in Parts 264, 265 and 270, as explained in
the next few paragraphs. Thus, they are also corrective action exempt.
§264.1 (g)( 6) exempts WWTUs located at permitted TSDFs from the requirements of Part
264, including the tank standards of Subpart J and the air emission standards of Subparts AA-CC.
See 59 Fed. Reg. 62913 (Dec. 6, 1994). 22
§265.1 (c)(10) exempts WWTUs located at interim status TSDFs and generator facilities from
the tank requirements of Part 265, including the tank standards of Subpart J and the air emission
standards of Subparts AA-CC.
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§270.l(c)(2)(v) exempts owners/operations of a WWTU from the requirement to obtain a
RCRA TSD permit for the WWTU. As a result, the Facility does not require a Part B RCRA TSD
permit to treat for the benzene characteristic in a WWTU. This is the basis for the Respondents'
proposal to exit the RCRA TSD universe at the Facility for its future wastewater management
operations. 23
Page 11, , 51. This section lists both the North and South Aeration Lagoons ("NAL" and
"SAL") as regulated units (Hazardous Waste Management Units), stating the Lagoons
"operate as hazardous waste treatment units and are regulated under the authority of the
Hazardous Waste Act due to the treatment of benzene (hazardous waste code DO 18),
petroleum refinery primary oil/water/solids separation sludge (hazardous waste code F037),
and petroleum refinery secondary (emulsified) oil/water/solids separation sludge (hazardous
waste Code F038). The NAL and SAL are utilized to treat refinery wastewater effluent
discharged from the API Separator by aggressive biological treatment as defined in
20.4.1.200 NMAC (incorporating 40 C.F.R. 261.31 (b))."
There are two principal errors reflected in this paragraph which need to be corrected. First,
only the South Aeration Lagoon, which is double-lined, has engaged in treatment of any hazardous
waste. The only hazardous waste that is treated in the SAL is D018 wastewater, which is fully
decharacterized with aggressive biological treatment. According to EPA's sample results, the
benzene characteristic is gone before wastewater makes its way to the North Aeration Lagoon. Since
the wastewater entering the NAL does not exhibit the benzene characteristic (which has been
eliminated by the aggressive biological treatment in the SAL, the NAL cannot be treating DO 18
wastewater. In addition, the listings for F037 and F038 make it abundantly clear that all ponds
downstream of the point at which aggressive biological treatment occurs do not have F037 or F038
and thus the North Aeration Lagoon cannot be treating either of these listed wastes. As a result, the
North Aeration Lagoon needs to be dropped from the draft Order since it is clearly not a HWMU. All
wastewater management subsequent to the SAL currently should be considered within the WWTU or
24
UIC exemptions to RCRA, and not subject to corrective action.
The second major correction required for paragraph 51 is the retraction of the contention that
F03 7 and/or F03 8 are treated in the South Aeration Lagoon. After primary treatment and oil recovery
at the Facility's API, process wastewaters promptly are placed into an aggressive biological
treatment process in the South Aeration Lagoon that prevents any formation ofF037 or F038. There
is simply no treatment of F037 or F038 at the Bloomfield Facility.
Pages 11-15,, 52-62. These sections address SWMUs (referred to by NMED as SWMUs
No. 2 through 12) previously the subject of corrective action by Respondents. Respondents submit
that, based on this prior corrective action, no further action determinations should be forthcoming.
Page 15,, 62. Respondents point out again that F037/038 is not contained in effluent25 and
that it is incorrect to state it is sent to the aeration lagoon for treatment.

'.
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Page 15, ,r 63. The referenced process area is listed as a SWMU with a "documented spill" in
1986. Generally, given the EPA SWMU definition previously discussed, it takes more than a
documented spill to constitute a SWMU. Respondents will work with NMED to address the potential
that significant historic contamination may have occurred in this area, as "suspected" according to
paragraph 63.
Page 15, ,r 64. A spill in March 2000 is mentioned as apparent justification for SWMU
designation. Again, while one spill does not create a SWMU under EPA guidance, Respondents will
work with NMED to address this area as well.
Page 16, ,r 68. Respondents fail to understand why this is a SWMU when NMED states in the
draft Order that it "was not used for waste storage and there is no knowledge that any of the drums
have leaked." The facts might justify listing as an AOC instead, but it does not appear to meet the
SWMU criteria.
Page 17, ,r 75. Respondents question whether this area should be an AOC, since the only
expressed concern is proximity to other areas.
Page 18, ,Is 77-84. A variety of receptors are listed in paragraphs 77 to 84 through a pathway
described in paragraph 83 that involves discharges into the San Juan River. Such alleged discharges
are generally regulated under the Clean Water Act, and should thus be exempt from RCRA. The
appropriate pathway of concern under RCRA is covered in paragraph 85, with respect to potential
receptors.
Pages 19-22, ,Is 86-106. These sections contain a lengthy, generalized recitation of some
potential health/environmental effects of various contaminants. Toxicology could classify virtually
everything as a potential health or environmental risk, including substances found throughout the
environment. Since the key to toxicity is actually exposure, it is unclear what NMED' s purpose is in
this selective restatement of some information about the potential toxicity of various contaminants.
Clearly, the parties can agree that corrective action is appropriate for all RCRA-covered hazardous
constituents migrating from HWMUs or SWMUs at a facility to the extent necessary to protect
health and the environment, but whether any of the potential toxic effects referenced are realized is
the issue. On that point, EPA Region VII has already determined this is a corrective action site where
human exposures are under control. To the extent there is any implication that the adverse effects
mentioned in paragraphs 86 to 106 are actually being realized at the Facility, the opposite appears to
be the case. Human and environmental exposures have been aggressively addressed through a variety
of interim corrective actions, which has led to the EPA determination that current human exposures
have been adequately controlled (as discussed earlier).
Page 22, ,rs 107-112. This section contains a recitation of some actions taken with respect to
some misapprehensions by prior operators at this facility as to the TSD status, such that protective
filings were done, followed by an effort to retract the TSD protective filing when the Respondents'
predecessors realized in 1982 that it was a generator as opposed to a TSDF. It does not appear clear
that these predecessors were actually treating hazardous wastewaters, as the TCLP test for benzene
did not go into effect until 1990 as noted in paragraph 113 of the draft Order. These predecessors did
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attempt to address Clean Water Act discharge potential through the construction and maintenance of
wastewater holding ponds to prevent NPDES discharges.
Page 23, ,i 113. This section again appears to misstate or misunderstand the hazardous waste
regulations as they applied to the North Aeration Lagoon are misstated or misunderstood. With the
biological treatment of the benzene in the first pond (the South Aeration Lagoon), wastewaters were
decharacterized and ceased to be hazardous. Thus, treatment of a hazardous waste in the North
Aeration Lagoon did not occur. It is incorrect to note that both ponds exhibited the benzene
characteristic as the treatment process in the South Aeration Lagoon negates the benzene
characteristic.
Page 24, ,i 119. It is noted that corrective action is required "[b ]ased on the release of
hazardous waste or hazardous waste constituents" from the SWMUs. To the extent the actions in the
subsequent paragraph are noted as "necessary" to protect human health or the environment, there is
no current health hazard for humans according to EPA. As a result, further corrective action is for
purposes of preventing potential future exposures that may be harmful as opposed to any current
exposures.
Page 24, ,i 5. It is inaccurate to imply that all the contaminants, as defined on page 31, have
been released into the environment from SWMUs and the HWMU to these various environmental
media. To the extent hazardous constituents, as that term is properly used, have migrated from
SWMUs and HWMUs, those are subject to corrective action.
Page 24, ,i 6. This section is simply an incorrect statement oflaw. Specific chemicals are not
hazardous waste, and to be hazardous waste, the appropriate waste determination under 262.11,
261.2 and 261.3 would have to be performed. 26
Pages 24-25, ,i 7. It is erroneous to state that ethylbenzene and xylene are "hazardous waste
constituents listed in the Hazardous Waste Management Regulations at section 20.4.1.200
(incorporating 40 C.F.R. pt. 261, app. VIII)." These two compounds (ethylbenzene and xylene) are
not listed hazardous waste constituents in Appendix VIII.
Page 25, ,i 8. It is incorrect to state that "petroleum and petroleum products ... that are spilled
or leaked into the environment are 'solid waste' within the meaning of sections 74-4-3( o) and 74-413 of the HWA." There are numerous guidance documents, regulations and court cases to indicate
that released petroleum product may be recovered and need not be handled necessarily as waste.
Recovered oil from petroleum refining, exploration and production, and from transportation
incident to such development, which is to be inserted into the petroleum refining process at or before
a point where contaminants are removed is exempt from the definition of solid waste and regulation
under RCRA. 40 C.F.R. § 261.4(a)(12). This exclusion applies to recovered oil stored or transported
prior to insertion, except that the oil must not be stored in a manner involving placement on the land,
and must not be accumulated speculatively, before being so recycled. Id. ; see also 59 Fed. Reg.
38,536 (July 28, 1994).
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The mere fact of a leak does not convert the petroleum product from a product into a waste.
The EPA has held that even "free product" recovered from underground storage tank leaks remains a
"product" and not a waste. See, e.g .. 55 Fed. Reg. 11,796, at 11,836 (Mar. 29, 1990). Thus, for
RCRA purposes, the petroleum itself is not a waste until it merges with the media and becomes
unusable for its intended purpose. At this point, the petroleum is no longer a product, but has
become "petroleum-contaminated soil" or "contaminated media." See generally 58 Fed. Reg. at
37,188 et seq. (Sept. 23, 1988).
Furthermore, in order for the petroleum-contaminated material to be a RCRA hazardous
waste, it must either be listed as a hazardous waste or exhibit a characteristic of hazardous waste at
the point of generation. As noted above, the EPA has investigated the potential hazardous waste
status of petroleum-contaminated soils in great detail in promulgating the underground storage tank
rules. Based upon its investigation, the EPA reached the following conclusions:
Petroleum-contaminated soils are not an EPA-listed hazardous waste. Based on its
physical and chemical nature, petroleum-contaminated soil would not exhibit the
hazardous characteristics of corrosivity or reactivity under 40 C.F.R. Part 261 .... A
substance is classified as a hazardous waste if it exhibits the characteristic of
ignitability according to one of the following four criteria (40 CFR 261.21) as
determined by using an ASTM or Administrator-approved testing procedures. The
substance must be: (1) A liquid containing less than or equal to 24 percent alcohol
having a flashpoint less than 140°F; (2) a nonliquid, but capable under standard
temperature and pressure of causing fire through friction, absorption of moisture, or
spontaneous chemical changes which burns so vigorously and persistently that it
creates a hazard; (3) an ignitable compressed gas, as defined in 49 CFR 173.300; or
(4) an oxidizer as defined in 40 CFR 173 .151. Gasoline-contaminated soils do not
satisfy criteria ( 1), (3 ), or (4 ). They do satisfy the nonliquid requirement of criterion
(2); however, the Agency has concluded that they are very unlikely to ever be capable
of causing fire by friction, absorption of moisture, or spontaneous chemical changes.
These soils, therefore, should not be a hazardous waste under Subtitle C of RCRA
due to ignitability.
58 Fed. Reg. at 37188-89 (Sept. 23, 1988) (emphasis added).
Page 25,, 9. The same mistake is made that the listed chemicals in the sentence are all solid
wastes. Again, it depends completely on the origins of the material and the status, as noted
previously in the comment on paragraph 6. The statement oflaw in paragraph 9 is simply incorrect.
Page 25,, 12. There is no basis for any imminent hazard to human health or the environment
as the EPA itself has indicated that interim measures at this Facility have achieved the requisite
protection of humans noted as the interim goal under its RCRA baseline program. In addition, the
statement in paragraph 12 that "the presence of hazardous wastes at the Facility, and the release of
such wastes from the Facility or from sites at the Facility" may present an imminent hazard to human
health or the environment is simply not correct. The Facility manages all of its hazardous wastes
(other than D018 wastewater that goes to the ABT impoundment) as a generator of waste, pursuant
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to the generator safe accumulation standards required by and cross-referenced in 262.34, and ships
those hazardous wastes offsite to appropriate designated facilities as contemplated under RCRA.
Those hazardous wastes no more pose "an imminent hazard to human health or the environment"
than those hazardous wastes temporarily accumulated by all other small and large quantity generators
in the State of New Mexico. The whole purpose of the SQG and LQG generator performance
standards is to assure the public that there is no "imminent hazard to human health or the
environment" if those performance standards are met.
There is no basis for finding the presence of these generator-managed hazardous wastes may
pose an "imminent hazard to human health or the environment" as both EPA and NMED adopted
and administer these generator regulations to prevent such a likelihood.
With respect to the D018 wastewater, that does not present an "imminent hazard to public
health or the environment" either. In this case, the double lining of the ABT pond (South Aeration
Lagoon) where the benzene characteristic is destroyed by the aggressive biological treatment [that
the Clean Water Act caused virtually all oil refineries to put into place in order to clean up effluents
to comply with the technology-based limits of 40 C.F.R. Part 419 (initially adopted back in 1973)]
means that wastewaters that are hazardous at the Facility are first treated in an API and then
biologically treated in an aggressive manner in a double lined pond. In fact, the resulting effluent
from this D018 management at the Facility is so innocuous that it is permitted for underground
injection in a Class I UIC well. Certainly, that would not be the case if the DO 18 handling "may
present an imminent hazard to human health or the environment." Boilerplate language suggesting
that the hazardous waste handling at this Facility today presents or may present an imminent hazard
really should be removed from the Order. It simply is not warranted. To the extent NMED is making
these claims to support a legal basis for a Unilateral Order, Respondents submit that, when a
mutually agreeable Consent Order is negotiated legally obligating Respondents to perform all the
appropriate corrective action, NMED should remove this language from the Consent Order.
Page 25, ,r 13. It is stated that the monitoring, testing, analysis and reporting requirements
"are reasonable to ascertain the nature and extent of such imminent hazard .... " Respondents do not
contest that an appropriate amount of monitoring, testing and reporting to implement corrective
action consistent with RCRA regulations and current EPA RCRA policies is appropriate, but it is
not necessary in order to ascertain any alleged "imminent hazard" posed by the hazardous wastes at
the Facility. Respondents do not dispute the need to address some of the predominantly pre-RCRA
hazardous constituents from SWMUs at this Facility (not at all uncommon for an oil refinery that has
operated since the 1950s, decades prior to the 1972 CWA or the RCRA regulations (first effective on
November 19, 1980). Respondents object, however, to the contention that current hazardous waste
management poses any type of imminent hazard. By complying with the generator standards and by
treating waters to a quality specified for underground injection in the NMED UIC permit,
respondents believe they have complied with due care and regulations specifically so that no such
hazard exists from hazardous waste.
The pre-RCRA releases may, of course, require some corrective action and respondents
already have demonstrated their commitment to this process by conducting studies and implementing
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interim corrective measures sufficient to be graded by EPA as having resolved the principal concerns
for human health goals as an interim measure.
Page 25,, 14. It is not appropriate to say that the Facility owner (i.e., San Juan Refining
Company) is engaged in the TSD activities, although there is no dispute that the facility owner had
attendant RCRA TSD obligations. It is the operator (i.e., Giant Industries Arizona, Inc.) who is
engaged in treatment, although not storage or disposal, of DO 18 hazardous wastewater at the Facility.
Page 25,, 14. This section seems to recognize that "past" handling of"solid waste" is what is
predominantly at issue, but it still attributes that "past" handling to the Respondents. It is likely that
the bulk of the RCRA corrective action to be performed at this site predominantly relates to
addressing decades of pre-RCRA regulation (pre-1981) waste management practices by companies
that operated prior to Respondents. It is true that Respondents have the corrective action obligations
for much of what happened at this Facility under prior site owners and operators. Respondents in fact
have spent many millions of dollars at the Facility to address some of those issues and undoubtedly
more will be spent.
Respondents have readily acknowledged action obligations in this regard by readily entering
into the consent agreements with EPA and OCD referenced on the first page of these Comments.
Respondents must object to several statements in paragraph 14. First, it is not Respondents "past and
current handling, storage, treatment and disposal" that is the principal cause of potential hazard to be
addressed by corrective action. Second, it is not "current" handling or TSD activities that may pose
an imminent and substantial endangerment. Third, there is no imminent and substantial
endangerment. At a minimum, paragraph 14 should be changed to eliminate the unnecessary and
pejorative language by striking the word Respondents from the sentence, even ifNMED feels some
purpose may be served by leaving such imminent hazard language in the Consent Order yet to be
negotiated.
Page 25, ,15. Respondents submit the Order is not necessary to protect public health and the
environment, given that the EPA has taken the lead on RCRA corrective action at the Facility with
an earlier order that is now some fourteen years old. If the lead on RCRA corrective action is to be
transferred from EPA to NMED, then the draft Order does serve a more necessary purpose.
Page 31, 111, PURPOSES and DEFINITIONS. In the first paragraph, PURPOSES, the very
first item is the performing of interim measures to mitigate threats. As already determined by EPA,
the human health threats have already been mitigated for interim corrective action.
The definition of "Area of Concern" on page 31 goes beyond the jurisdictional reach of
RCRA corrective action. Generally, RCRA corrective action will apply, as the regulations and
statutory authorization provide, to releases of hazardous constituents from SWMUs and HWMUs.
As EPA guidance states:
"Corrective action under Section 3008(h) applies to releases from solid waste management
units at interim status facilities." RCRA Online 12681.
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This AOC definition, coupled with other portions of the draft Order, broadens RCRA corrective
action jurisdiction to any areas of the Facility, whether covered by the statutory authority ofRCRA
corrective action or not, that NMED wants investigated or handled in some way. Respondents are
more than willing to work with NMED to address threats to public health or the environment that
exist from whatever NMED has listed as an AOC or SWMU in the draft Order. It is not fair or
equitable, however, let alone legally appropriate, to subject all environmental concerns NMED might
have at the Facility to this Order. Other regulatory programs can appropriately address such concerns
as may arise and both the federal and New Mexico legislatures intend that those other programs
address those problems. To sweep everything into RCRA corrective action is inconsistent with the
New Mexico legislative mandate that this NMED hazardous waste program be run consistent with
and no more stringent than the federal program.
The definition of "Contaminant" also goes beyond the jurisdictional reach of RCRA
corrective action. It broadens RCRA corrective action beyond the requirement to address Appendix
VIII hazardous constituents from HWMUs and SWMUs by impermissibly adding in a host of other
contaminants and all possible media for inclusion in this Order. Legally, this is impermissible. PCBs,
for example, are not RCRA regulated but are under the federal Toxic Substances Control Act. This
definition should be stricken, or at the least rewritten to make it legally sustainable and consistent
with RCRA corrective action's reach over hazardous constituents [from SWMUs and HWMUs]. To
quote from another EPA guidance document:
"If EPA found a release of hazardous waste or hazardous constituents from hazardous or
solid waste, it could order corrective action under the interim status corrective action order
authority in Section 3008(h)."

RCRA Online 12660.
The definition of "Corrective action" also suffers from the same, impermissible jurisdictional
extension of this draft Order beyond the purview of RCRA corrective action.
Page 32. Likewise, the definitions of "hazardous waste constituent" and "hazardous
27
constituent" that are inconsistent with federal and state law. These should be made consistent with
applicable law for RCRA corrective action. The definition of"hazardous waste" also impermissibly
seeks, in a manner contrary to law, to expand the jurisdictional reach beyond the definition of
"hazardous waste" under federal and New Mexico law (which is equivalent). There are a number of
legal infirmities associated with this effort. First, it contravenes the New Mexico legislative
mandate 28 that the NMED RCRA program be no more stringent than the federal regulations. By
adding additional hazardous wastes by Order, this is clearly regulating in a more stringent fashion.
Second, it improperly in that it now seeks to take the short description of what is in §74-4-3(K) and
use that to override all of the critical language of 40 C.F .R. Part 261 on determining what is a
hazardous waste (which includes a variety of limits, e.g., in exclusions in 261.4(a) and (b) which
now would be overridden by the new, far broader definition of "hazardous waste" referenced here).
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If NMED seeks to regulate additional hazardous wastes beyond those currently in the rules,
NMED properly should request that the Environmental Improvement Board determine, after notice
and public hearing, that federal regulations are not sufficient to protect public health and the
environment. §74-4-4(D). It is impermissible to add new hazardous wastes for just one Facility by
Order, when those same wastes everywhere else in the state ofNew Mexico would not be hazardous.
This would be arbitrary and capricious, and raise issues of due process of law and equal protection
and application of the law. Respondents, as noted earlier, are more than willing to work with NMED
to address any issues of concern that would not be within the scope of this RCRA corrective action.
Respondents, however, can't agree to simply placing all possible concerns of all possible
environmental problems into a RCRA corrective action Order. Respondents respectfully request that
NMED desist in this apparent effort to go beyond the legislature and broaden the scope of RCRA
corrective action beyond what is legally covered and intended to be covered by RCRA corrective
action.
Page 33. The term "solid waste" is defined according to the general definition in the
Hazardous Waste Act, and it would be more appropriate to define it consistent with the more specific
regulatory definition in the federal and New Mexico regulations set forth in 260.10 ("means a solid
waste as defined in §261.2"). It is improper to use less precise statutory definitions to override a
variety of provisions referenced in 261.2.
Page 33. The definition of SWMU should be made fully consistent with the EPA definition
previously quoted. The New Mexico legislature has made it clear that NMED' s RCRA program is to
be consistent with and no more stringent than the federal RCRA program.
Page 34, III.C., JURISDICTION. The jurisdiction for this draft Order is based on §§74-410.1 and 74-4-13. NMSA § 74-4-10.1 provides in pertinent part as follows:
"74-4-10.1. Hazardous waste monitoring, analysis and testing.
A. If the director determines, upon receipt of any information, that:
(1)
the presence of any hazardous waste at a facility or site at which hazardous waste is
or has been stored, treated or disposed of; or
(2)
the release of any such waste from such facility or site may present a substantial
hazard to human health or the environment, he may issue an order requiring the
owner or operator of such facility to conduct such monitoring, testing, analysis and
reporting with respect to such facility or site as the director deems reasonable to
ascertain the nature and extent of such hazard."
NMSA §74-4-13 provides in pertinent part:
"7 4-4-13. Imminent hazards; authority of director; penalties.
A.

Notwithstanding any other provision of the Hazardous Waste Act [ 74-4-1 NMSA
1978], whenever the secretary is in receipt of evidence that the past or current
handling, storage, treatment, transportation or disposal of solid waste or hazardous
waste or the condition or maintenance of a storage tank may present an imminent and
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substantial endangerment to health or the environment, he may bring suit in the
appropriate district court to immediately restrain any person, including any past or
present generator, past or present transporter or past or present owner or operator of a
treatment, storage or disposal facility, who has contributed or is contributing to such
activity, to take such other action as may be necessary or both ..... The secretary may
also take other action, including but not limited to issuing such orders as may be
necessary to protect health and the environment."
Examining these provisions, it is clear that NMED is issuing the draft Order as a corrective action
order to monitor and test for hazardous wastes under 74-4-10 .1 and to address past handling of
wastes (predominantly pre-RCRA or pre-1981-caused problems) under 74-4-13, consistent with
RCRA corrective action jurisdiction that applies to a TSDF. The Facility is a TSDF due to the
treatment of DO 18 wastewater in the South Aeration Lagoon, thus requiring Respondents to conduct
appropriate corrective action for hazardous constituents from SWMUs and HWMUs.
Page 34, III.E. BINDING EFFECT. The first two paragraphs need to be modified as they are
inconsistent with federal and state law. These sections deny due process to many individuals that
would be affected and impermissibly seek to override other statutes (federal, New Mexico, and the
statutes of other states where Respondents are incorporated). Respondents recognize that the 1992
EPA Order used similar language, but as a general rule, only the owners and operators of a RCRA
TSDF are directly responsible for the RCRA corrective action, not their "officers directors,
employees" and the like. Everything in the first sentence of Section 111.E. after "Respondents"
should be deleted. It is unprecedented for a corrective action Order to seek to bind all agents of the
Respondent and all employees, directors and officers of a Respondent. The owner and operator are
appropriate Respondents, but an employee at a retail gas station of one of the Respondent companies
is not someone who this Order can "bind." There are numerous and expensive obligations under this
draft Order, and the Respondents, to the extent this Order is legal, will be bound. On the other hand,
this Order cannot legally bind all employees, officers, directors, contractors, subsidiaries, firms,
corporations and consultants acting on behalf of Respondents.
The first sentence of the second paragraph probably should be deleted in its entirety as the
impacts of changes in ownership, corporate or partnership status are defined by federal and state
corporate laws, regulations and case law, and simply cannot be overridden by this draft Order from a
state environmental agency.
On page 34, the last paragraph should be modified by adding the following language (in bold)
to the sentence at the end. It should state Respondents shall require these contractors, etc. to comply
with and abide by the "relevant terms of this Order applicable to their work."
Page 35, III.G.2, ADDITIONAL WORK. Respondents have due process concerns with the
last paragraph on page 35, as it seems as ifNMED is being given unilateral and unfettered discretion
to deem anything as additional necessary corrective action without reference to any standard, RCRA
or otherwise, or any avenue for dispute resolution.

~
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Page 36, III.I, OFFSITE ACCESS. With respect to the standard for offsite access, it would
be appropriate to substitute "good faith, reasonable" efforts for "best" efforts. Best efforts is a very
stringent legal standard that could result in neighboring owners requiring excessive or unreasonable
terms (including unreasonable compensation) from Respondents. Respondents should not be
required to obtain offsite access at any cost, particularly when NMED could be helpful in persuading
landowners to allow access.
Page 36, III.I., ENTRY AND INSPECTION. Respondents will not deny NMED the right to
interview personnel and contractors, but Respondents cannot compel individuals to consent to such
interviews. Respondents may request that interviews of management personnel be conducted in the
presence of Respondents' legal counsel. Hourly, non-management personnel should be advised by
NMED of their right to request the presence of their own legal counsel.
Page 37. Respondents assume NMED will clarify that the scope of furnishing information
does not include privileged or otherwise legally confidential information.
Page 37, III.K, RECORD PRESERVATION. Respondents would like to discuss the records
retention requirements, and request that NMED will consider different time periods. In particular,
however, there should be no need to preserve any paper copies or originals where electronic copies
can be more cost effectively stored for these extensive periods. Usually under RCRA, most records
must only be kept for three years after the date they were created or last legally operative.
Page 3 7, III.L, RESERVATION OF RIGHTS. The reservation of all rights seems unusually
broad, as if to indicate that only the Respondents are bound but not NMED. This language should be
clarified.
The second to last paragraph on page 37 is unusually broad in requiring Respondents to
perform work in addition to this draft Order. This is arbitrary, as there are no standards or discussion
as to what type of work is contemplated. This raises significant due process concerns. This language
should be clarified.
The last paragraph on page 37 needs to recognize that this Order may need to be modified if
inconsistent with one of those other legal obligations.
Page 38, III.M., ENFORCEMENT. To the extent documents are incorporated by reference
into the draft Order on page 35 in Section III.G, Giant submits it is improper to then make all of
these documents (and any requirement laid out therein, no matter how trivial) into a requirement of
the Order, which is what the second paragraph on page 38 would seem to do.
Page 38, III.0, FINANCIAL ASSURANCE. First, there is no provision in 40 C.F.R. Part
265, which applies to interim status facilities and which has been adopted by NMED, or in any other
applicable regulation or statute, that authorizes financial assurance for corrective action at interim
status facilities. Thus, there is no legal basis for requiring financial assurance in this Order. Simply
put, without some legal authority that NMED can cite to, there is no legal basis for NMED to require
this provision. The draft Order references Part 264 provisions, which deal only with closure and
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post-closure obligations, but Part 265 expressly does not include similar corrective action financial
assurance for interim status facilities. Nor is this financial assurance provision truly necessary, as
Giant has been conducting corrective action for years and years at this revenue-producing facility
without any problem in funding the work.
There is a provision that requires financial assurance for closure and post-closure of interim
status facilities in Part 265, and thus some of these NMED concerns may be addressed when a
negotiated Administrative Order on Consent is finalized. Since one of the key items mentioned by
NMED for financial assurance here is the 15 years of groundwater monitoring, that logically could
be addressed in the negotiations over integrating the closure/postclosure and corrective action
requirements.
Second, the terms of this corrective action financial assurance provision are unduly onerous.
NMED should negotiate in good faith with Respondents on the closure/post-closure and corrective
action towards the end of a consent Order that can address the specific circumstances with which
NMED is concerned. 29
Page 41, IV, FACILITY INVESTIGATION. The first paragraph requires a historical
investigation of all routes by which any contaminants may have been released, regardless of media or
whether such releases were authorized and deemed acceptable under federal or state permits. There
is no legal basis for this in RCRA corrective action, and it overrides all other statutory and regulatory
programs that expressly carve out things like air and water pollution from RCRA jurisdiction. As
mentioned elsewhere, investigations of regulated units and SWMU sand hazardous constituents that
migrate from them is what RCRA corrective action jurisdiction entails. Even CERCLA has a
federally permitted release defense that prohibits the government from requiring cleanups of
discharges or emissions authorized by federal permit. This draft Order at times utilizes language that
seeks to grant plenary authority to NMED to the exclusion of all other regulatory authorities that
have their own well-defined areas of jurisdiction. This is inconsistent with law.
Page 41, IV .A, FACILITY-WIDE GROUNDWATER MONITORING. The requirement for
facility wide groundwater monitoring needs full discussion and negotiation given the inclusion of the
closure/post-closure process that heavily overlaps. This requirement also overlaps the requirements
entered into by the New Mexico Oil Conservation Division in the 2005 OCD Order. In addition,
with respect to the second paragraph here, the inclusion of "all" wells may not at all be necessary or
appropriate to develop a technically adequate sampling program. Not all wells were intended or
necessarily designed for chemical sampling. Furthermore, considerations of cost efficiency and costbenefit are critical in the determination of sampling programs. Respondents cannot agree to
unlimited expenditures to develop every data point possible. The data must be determined to be
reasonably required for the purposes of the corrective action program.
This issue of cost considerations and efficiency is a problem throughout this draft Order. The
Order should not be prescriptive in its technical requirements but should allow flexibility so that
Respondents and NMED staff can cooperatively decide when and where data is needed for purposes
of the corrective action. That is an iterative process.
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Pages 42, IV.B, INVESTIGATION OF INTERIM STATUS UNITS, SWMU'S, AND
AOC'S. On page 42 and 43, Respondents would like to negotiate the schedule for these
investigations by first going through the various prior investigations, such as that submitted for many
SWMUs to NMED in December 2003, and determining where NMED still feels further work is
needed. The schedule, particularly for Section IV.B.5 on page 44, needs to be flexible in order to
give NMED and Respondents the ability to modify the SWMU and AOC groupings if this facilitates
meeting the goals of corrective action. Again, to some degree, this will be an iterative process and
should not be forced into an arbitrary schedule determined at the outset with no view to practicality
and no avenue for logical modification (aside from a full-fledged modification of the Order itself).
Respondents note that, as a basic principle, it is counterproductive to prescribe technical
requirements in too much detail in an order. When the duration of the order may be decades, it is
quite likely that some of the tentative judgments on technical issue handling may be found to be less
than optimal. Those technical items therefore should not be set in stone in an order, but should be
left to the professional staff ofNMED and Respondents to determine and implement as situations
anse.
Page 45, IV.B.8, NEWLY DISCOVERED SWMU'S AND AOC'S.
This provision
essentially makes all future spills or contamination discovered at this Facility, regardless of when it
occurs, subject to this Order. This is beyond RCRA jurisdiction.
Page 47, V, MONITORING OF INTERIM REMEDIATION SYSTEMS. The schedule of
dates to be met for various reports is not reasonable. Some of the dates have already passed, such as
the July 3, 2006 date for submission of an interim measures report. In addition in Section V.A.2
Monitoring, the intent of the monitoring should be clarified. These wells along the North Barrier
Wall and Collection System were intended for and are to be used only for hydraulic head monitoring.
NMED should not automatically place every well, immediately into the chemical sampling program.
This just illustrates the problems with placing prescriptive technical requirements into the language
of the draft Order. Those technical details are best left to the professional staff of NMED and of
Respondents to reasonably work out.
Page 49, V .B.2, MONITORING. Inclusion of all the TP wells in the facility-wide monitoring
program is technically unnecessary. Respondents believe that monitoring and reporting should only
be required when (i) it is determined to either be legally required to be done at a certain frequency
under a regulation, or (ii) it legitimately advances the goals of corrective action by providing
important information for the evaluation and decision-making process. Any monitoring obligation
requires a time and monetary commitment by Respondents, and NMED must assure that before that
additional commitment is made, there will be a true commensurate benefit to human health or the
environment.
Page 50. NMED expresses a concern with industrial process water exceeding drinking water
standards that is not well founded. Respondents should be encouraged to utilize non-drinking water
for industrial purposes as opposed to fresh water, especially in the arid Four Corners region.
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Page 51, VI.A, INTERIM MEASURES. This provision denies the Respondents due process
by requiring that Respondents perform whatever interim measures the NMED deems necessary
without any meaningful standards or bounds and without any avenue of review or dispute resolution.
Pages 52-53. There are conceptual problems with how the topics of cleanup standards and
risk analysis are structured in the draft Order. These come up again on pages 60 , 61, 62, and 83-87.
As set out in this section, the proposed process for selecting cleanup standards and performing risk
assessments is substantially inconsistent with current federal guidance on this issue. It is oddly out
of step with today's RCRA corrective action program to propose selecting cleanup standards prior to
risk assessments, which generally are used to help decide what cleanup standards should be. In
addition, numerous cleanup standards are provided for contaminants not regulated under RCRA
corrective action and the approach taken is oddly reminiscent of the early years of the RCRA
program (circa 1990) rather than the modern, post-1996 improvement and reform of the program led
by EPA.
Today, most federal and state regulators understand and agree on the role of human health
risk assessment in determining what cleanup levels should be under RCRA. The default standards
used by NMED ignore this critical development, which has been national policy for ten years now.
NMED picks worst case residential exposure scenario based numbers that have long been
determined to be unduly expensive and appropriate only if determined to be so after risk assessments
are performed. Using technical infeasibility as the sole alternative cleanup option to these standards
reflects a 1990 mindset that long has been rejected by federal and all state regulators.
Since 1996, the national policy on RCRA corrective action has been as follows:
"1. Corrective Action Decisions Should be Based on Risk.
As in most USEPA programs, the Agency's fundamental goal in the corrective action
program is to control or eliminate risks to human health and the environment. Risk-based
decision-making is especially important to the corrective action program, where it should be
used to ensure that corrective action activities are fully protective given reasonable exposure
assumption and consistent with the degree of threat to human health and the environment at a
given facility.
61 Fed. Reg. 19431, 19441 (May 1, 1996). Today, "EPA's program for corrective action
implementation incorporates risk-based decision-making through the corrective action process." See
61 Fed. Reg. at 19450. Implementation is accomplished by comparing data collected prior to or
during the corrective action process, with predetermined "screening levels," "target levels" or "action
levels," such as Soil Screening Levels or standards from certain other regulatory programs (MCLs).
The action level is a "trigger" for the agency to decide if further evaluation is needed. EPA states:
"Action levels should be distinguished from cleanup levels, which are determined later in the
corrective action process. Contamination exceeding action levels indicates a potential threat
to human health or the environment which may require further study. Action levels also
inform the permittee of the levels below which the Agency is unlikely to require active
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remediation of releases, and provide a point of reference for suggesting and support
alternative remedial levels."
55 Fed. Reg. 30718, 30814 (July 27, 1990).
Only after some of the studies and evaluation are done is the actual cleanup level set by the
agency based on the evaluation of human health and ecological risk. As EPA states, "[ m]edia
cleanup standards (and levels) should reflect the potential risks of the facility and media in question
by considering the toxicity of the constituents of concern, exposure pathways, and fate and transport
characteristics." 61 Fed. Reg. at 19449. Unless available media cleanup standards were developed
using exposure and other assumptions consistent with the site-specific conditions at the facility in
question, site-specific risk assessments are generally conducted to guide the establishment of final
cleanup levels. Id.
U.S. EPA Region 6 has developed a detailed Corrective Action Strategy dated November
2000 that expressly provides that default residential cleanup standards are not consistent with RCRA
corrective action, and that corrective action decisions should only include current or reasonable
future land use assumptions:
"A facility is not required to evaluate environmental data against all of the exposure
scenarios in the [bright-line (i.e., look-up) tables ('BLTs')]. The comparison should be
limited to the receptors and pathways that exist or potentially exist at the facility based on
current land use and reasonable future land use assumptions (e.g., ambient air or ingestion of
ground water would not be evaluated when contaminants are not present or pathways are
incomplete or not expected to be complete). 30
At the Facility, the parties can anticipate discussion of the appropriate cleanup standards for
soils and groundwater, especially since the upper shallow aquifer is not used for drinking water and
effectively isolated from the lower drinking water aquifer. Region 6 has even indicated that
"institutional controls" are not necessarily required for the use of non-residential land use
assumptions. Id, at 4.6. This is consistent with EPA national policy:
"The Agency believes that non-residential land use assumptions are appropriate for many
corrective action facilities. When remedies based on non-residential exposure scenarios
involve a combination of treatment and engineering or institutional controls, program
implementers and facility owner/operators should use currently available tools to ensure that
the remedy continues to achieve its objectives over time and the land use assumption remains
valid. For example, many implementing agencies allow facility owner/operators to use
institutional controls to ensure that exposure scenarios remain consistent with those used at
the time of remedy selection.
61 Fed. Reg. 19432, 19452 (May 1, 1996). NMED itself has cited with approval and incorporated
the text of this EPA corrective action strategy guidance within its NMED Permit Writer's Guide.
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Simply put, the draft Order picks off-the-shelf cleanup levels that are inappropriate given the
lack of risk assessment performed, and then asks that risk assessments probably nevertheless be
performed, even though cleanup standards were already selected. Paragraph VI.B.1 on page 52 is
contradictory in that it requires Respondents to both conduct risk assessments and attain prescribed
cleanup levels. The usual and accepted practice in RCRA corrective actions is to utilize risk
assessments to determine if further action is necessary, and if so, to establish site-specific risk-based
cleanup levels based on exposure pathways and receptor populations at the site. Default cleanup
levels are typically not used with a risk assessment approach. Paragraph VI.C.3 on page 53
contemplates the development of risk-based cleanup levels. Specified cleanup levels are not
appropriate and should be deleted as media cleanup standards are to be determined after Respondents
perform risk assessments.
Respondents are at a loss for reasons why NMED has not put this process into the draft
Order, because for many years NMED has used exactly this process in conducting RCRA corrective
action at many other facilities in New Mexico.
For example, the Corrective Measures Study Outline, Appendix IV-C that NMED used as
Permit Module IV for the Rinchem Company in December 2001 states in pertinent part:
CORRECTIVE MEASURE STUDY OUTLINE
The purpose of the corrective measure study (CMS) portion of the RCRA corrective action
process is to identify and evaluate potential remedial alternatives for the releases of
hazardous constituents that have been identified at the Facility through the RFI or other
investigations to need further evaluation. The scope and requirements of the CMS are
balanced with the expeditious initiation of remedies and rapid restoration of contaminated
media. The scope and requirements of the CMS should be focused to fit the complexity of
the site-specific situation. It is anticipated that Permittee's with sites with complex
environmental problems may need to evaluate a number of technologies and corrective
measure alternatives. For other facilities, however, the evaluation of a single corrective
measure alternative may be adequate. Therefore, a streamlined or focused approach to the
CMS may be initiated. Information gathered during any stabilizations or interim measures
will be used to augment the CMS and in cases where corrective action goals are met, may be
a substitute for the final CMS. Regardless of whether a streamlined/focused or a detailed
CMS is required, a CMS Work Plan and CMS Report are generally required elements. The
requirements for a full, detailed CMS are listed below. The New Mexico Environment
Department (NMED) has the flexibility not to require sections of the plan and/or report,
where site-specific situations indicate that all requirements are not necessary. Additionally,
the NMED may require additional studies besides those discussed below in order to support
the CMS.
CORRECTIVE MEASURES STUDY WORK PLAN

A.
Elements of the CMS Work Plan
The Corrective Measures Study Work Plan shall include at a minimum the
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following elements:
1.
A brief site-specific description of the overall purpose of the CMS;
2.
A brief description of the corrective measure objectives, including proposed target
media cleanup standards (e.g., promulgated Federal and State standards) and
preliminary points of compliance or a description of how a risk assessment will be
performed (e.g., guidance documents);
3.
A brief description of the specific corrective measure technologies and/or corrective
measure alternatives which will be studied;
4.
A brief description of the general approach to investigating and evaluating potential
corrective measures;

* * *
C. Establishment of Proposed Media Specific Cleanup Standards
The Permittee shall describe the proposed media cleanup standards and point of compliance.
The standards must be either background, promulgated Federal and State standards or
risk-derived standards. If media clean-up standards are not proposed, then NMED will
unilaterally propose setting media clean-up standards to either background, promulgated
31
Federal and State standards or the most conservative risk-derived standards.
Thus NMED policy is that cleanup standards are to be set for RCRA corrective action using a
process in which Respondents would submit a Corrective Measures Study proposing the appropriate
cleanup standards (typically based on a risk assessment) and not by unilateral most conservative or
Federal or state or background standards unless the Respondents failed to make such proposal.
The same process that was used for Rinchem by NMED (which is the process consistent with
the post-1996 federal RCRA corrective action program) was also used (with identical language) for
the Holloman Air Force Base corrective action managed by NMED. Appendix 4-C, dated February
2004, set forth the same Corrective Measures Study Outline for Holloman Air Force Base (see pages
1
and
3)
and
is
available
online
at
http://www.nmenv.state.nm.us/hwb/hafb/final_permit_info/Appendix_4-C-CMS_Outline.pdf.
Page 55, VI. C. 7. This provision states the Department will select a remedy or remedies for
the site. It would be consistent with NMED and federal policy to modify this language so that the
Department approves a remedy instead of selecting it, as is the case with other NMED corrective
actions like Rinchem and Holloman AFB.
Respondents request that the 90-day requirement in Paragraph VI.D.2 be changed to at least
120 days ( 180 days is more reasonable) to allow adequate time to prepare the required content for the
Corrective Measures Implementation Plan. Rushing a major project will just result in poorer
decision making and less protection of public health and the environment in the long term. Since
EPA Region VI has already confirmed the lack of urgency at this site, and the focus is on the long
term addressing of difficult issues, that needs to be thoughtfully done.

,•
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Page 60, VII.A Groundwater Cleanup Levels. The stated cleanup standards do not appear
appropriate for the moderately-saline perched groundwater (Class III type aquifer) beneath the
refinery footprint, which groundwater has no present or reasonably foreseeable beneficial use.
Page 60, VII, Cleanup and Screening Levels. In several places throughout Sections VII and
VIII, the Order refers to the use of "screening guidelines" to establish cleanup levels. In some cases
the reference to these is contrary to what other portions of the Order state. Also, the use of a
screening level as a cleanup level may be inappropriately conservative since by definition they were
developed for screening purposes, and were not intended as cleanup goals (such is stated in EPA
guidance). Language requiring the use of screening levels can limit the ability to conduct a sitespecific risk assessment to determine more appropriate cleanup levels for the site, or can result in
cleanup goals that are inconsistent with established risk-based goals. This entire section of the draft
Order should be rewritten to make it consistent with federal RCRA corrective action policy and with
NMED's implementation of RCRA corrective action at other New Mexico facilities.
Page 60, VII.A, Groundwater Cleanup Levels. This section states, "The respondents shall
use the most recent version of the EPA Region VI Human Health Medium-Specific Screening Level
(HHMSSL) for tap water as the cleanup level .... " The HHMSSL is a publication that calculates risk
levels based on the carcinogenic risk goal of 1x 1o-6 for each individual chemical. Since Section VII
acknowledges that "The department has generally selected a target risk level of 10-5 for establishing
cleanup levels for regulated substances," this seems also inconsistent with state policy and with the
language of the Order. Cleanup levels need to be established in the usual fashion by being proposed
in a Corrective Measures Study. Even if that were not done, at a minimum, the Order should
establish an acceptable carcinogenic risk level of no greater than 10-5 for all cleanup levels, including
groundwater.
Page 86, VULG, Ecological Risk Assessment Methods. The introductory paragraph of this
section states, "Based on the results of the scoping assessment, the Respondents shall demonstrate
whether additional analyses are warranted. If the scoping assessment indicates that there is potential
for ecological hazard, a screening-level ecological risk assessment shall be conducted. Based upon
the results of the screening assessment, a site specific ecological risk assessment may or may not be
necessary." Respondents need the right to perform additional site analyses, without having to
demonstrate their reasons, when such analyses will provide a better understanding of the site's risks.
Respondents request that the following statement be added to the end of the introductory paragraph:
"If the screening level assessment identifies ecological risks, a site-specific risk assessment may be
conducted to establish site-specific soil cleanup levels."
Pages 63 through 99, Section VIII. Investigation and Sampling Methods and Procedures, and
Section IX, Monitoring Well Construction Requirements. Respondents recognize that Sections VIII
and IX contain some guidance that may have relevance to the site. Typical corrective action orders,
however, do not include such purely technical guidance. Respondents request that these technical
guidance sections be removed from the draft Order so as not to limit the technically-appropriate
methods and procedures that may be proposed in the work plans Respondents will submit to NMED
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for approval. If NMED declines to remove these sections, Respondents reserve the right to submit
detailed comments on these sections prior to accepting their contents.

III. CONCLUSION
Respondents have, within the last six months, entered into separate consent agreements with
EPA and OCD that deal with many of the same issues now raised in the draft Order. In fact, the draft
Order also covers the same ground already covered by the 1992 EPA Administrative Order on
Consent, hence Respondents' assumption that with EPA approval, NMED intends to take the lead on
corrective action at the Facility. Respondents strongly believe these recent consent agreements are
only the latest indication of their continuing efforts to work with regulatory authorities, even in areas
of regulation about which reasonable minds could differ. In that spirit, Respondents look forward to
positive, productive discussions with NMED on the issues raised by the draft Order. Respondents
view these comments as the beginning of that dialogue.

1

The proposal and indication of Giant's desire to close its HWMU and discontinue TSO activities was
initially presented orally in a meeting on April 5, 2006 at NMED offices and subsequently provided in writing,
enclosed with a letter to Ms. Hope Monzeglio ofNMED dated May 15, 2006. NMED has not yet responded to
Giant's proposal.
2

For all future operations, Giant intends to manage its wastewaters through a process that will
decharacterize wastewater in a benzene stripping unit that is part of a wastewater treatment unit (WWTU) as
that term is defined in 40 C.F.R. 260.10. Such treatment in a WWTU is authorized pursuant to 40 C.F.R.
270. l(c)(2)(v) and a RCRA Part B permit would not be required for the WWTU. While further treatment of
the decharacterized wastewater in an aggressive biological treatment (ABT) surface impoundment will
continue as in the past, this will not constitute treatment of a hazardous waste in the ABT impoundment.
Therefore, once the WWTU benzene stripper facility is operational, no Part B would be required for further
aggressive biological treatment of the decharacterized process wastewater in the impoundment. As a result, no
Part B application would be required for any future management of process wastewaters generated at the
Facility.
3

The same RCRA Online document also contains the following quote:
"The Closure Performance Standard under 40 CFR Part 265.111 (b) calls for the Owner/Operator to close the
facility in a manner that 'Controls, minimizes or eliminates .... post closure escape of hazardous waste,
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hazardous constituents, leachate, contaminated run-off, or hazardous waste decomposition products to the
ground or surface waters .... ' " RCRA Online ("RO") 13 13 8.
4

All of these were adopted by NMED into NMED regulations and approved by EPA as part of the
NMED program. 66 Fed. Reg. 42140 (August 10, 2001 ).
5

NMSA § 74-4-4.2(B) provides as follows:

"74-4-4. Permits; issuance; denial; modification; suspension; revocation.
B. Hazardous waste permits shall require corrective action for all releases of hazardous waste or
constituents from any solid waste management unit at a treatment, storage or disposal facility seeking a permit
under this section."
NMSA § 74-4-1 0(E) provides as follows:

"74-4-10. Enforcement; compliance orders; civil penalties.
E. Whenever on the basis of any information the secretary determines that there is or has been a
release of hazardous waste into the environment from a facility authorized to operate under Section 74-4-9
NMSA 1978, the secretary may issue an order requiring corrective action, including corrective action beyond a
facility's boundaries or other response measure as he deems necessary to protect human health or the
environment or may commence an action in district court in the district in which the facility is located for
appropriate relief, including a temporary or permanent injunction."
New Mexico Hazardous Waste Management Regulations 20.4 NMAC essentially adopts the federal RCRA
regulations governing hazardous waste by reference as the New Mexico regulations.
6

Available on the Internet at http://www.epa.gov/region6/6pd/rcra c/pd-a/eiforms/ca table.htm.

7

Appendix IX was not developed until well after Congress had adopted 3004(u) and the other
corrective action provisions, so it is fairly well apparent Congress in 1984 was referring to the Appendix VIII
list that then existed in Part 261. This point was expressly made by J. Winston Porter Assistant Administrator
ofEPA's Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Response in a December 16, 1985 memorandum to all EPA
Regions, which was entitled "Interpretation ofSection 3008(h) ofthe Solid Waste Disposal Act" (the" 1985
Memorandum"). The 1985 Memorandum states, " 'Hazardous constituents' are the substances listed in
Appendix VIII to 40 CFR Part 261. H. Rep. No. 198, 98th Cong., 1st Sess 60-61 (1983)." RCRA Online
12516.
8

EPA Training Module available on the
http://www.epa.gov/epaoswer/hotl ine/train ing/ gwm.pdf.

Internet

at

the

following

location:

9

In Apache Powder Co. v. United States, [add citation to 1992 case], the court noted, for example,
that because nitrates are neither hazardous wastes nor hazardous constituents, the literal language of RCRA
Section 3008(h) does not cover their cleanup.
10

As Marcia Williams, EPA's Director of the Office of Solid Waste, stated in a January 23, 1986
memorandum to all Regional Hazardous Waste Division Directors, "As you know, §3004(u) requires
corrective action for all releases of hazardous waste or constituents from previously unregulated solid waste
management units (SWMUs)." RCRA Online 12545.
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11

This point also was made by Mr. Porter in a December 16, 1985 memorandum to all EPA Regions,
which was entitled "Interpretation ofSection 3008(h) ofthe Solid Waste Disposal Act" in which the following
statement was made:
"The permit program, as amended by Section 3004(u), requires corrective action for releases of
hazardous waste and hazardous constituents from solid waste management units at facility.

***

Since Section 3008(h) unequivocally authorizes EPA to address releases from units, the order or
complaint should establish some link between the hazardous constituents in a release and the
hazardous or solid waste in waste management units where possible."
RCRA Online 12516.
12

EPA sample results from the North Aeration Lagoon (Pond Number 2 was the designation provided
by EPA) as well as sample results from the subsequent Evaporation Ponds and the Injection Well showed that
all met TCLP for benzene. Complaint, Compliance Order and Notice of Opportunity for Hearing at pages 4 - 5,
paragraphs 15 -17. Docket No. RCRA-06-2005-0918.
13

The 1990 listing of F037 /F038 was intended to capture primary treatment sludges that did not fall
under KOS I or K048 (which had been listed in 1980), and to make clear that the F03 7/F038 listings do not
apply to sludges in biological treatment ponds (secondary biological treatment that follows some primary,
nonbiological treatment):
"[T]he Agency has never intended to include biological sludges in this listing nor have we published
any documents suggesting that we were considering such an action. Our intent has always been simply
to regulate the primary sludges that were not captured by the 1980 listings. Since biological sludges
were not within the scope of the rulemaking, we have never undertaken a major sampling effort and
therefore have only limited data. This limited data and our engineering judgment lead us to believe
that biological sludges contain significantly lower levels of many hazardous constituents than primary
sludges and thus pose less of a risk to human health and the environment." RCRA Online 13415.
14

A petroleum refinery process wastewater stream may produce listed wastes (generally sludges that
have precipitated from refinery wastewater) and the effluent itself may exhibit the benzene characteristic. EPA
regulations, preambles and accompanying guidance documents generally make it clear that the listed waste
sludges will occur either at the API separator (KOS I) or at additional points in the wastewater units (F03 7 or
F03 8) prior to the management of refinery wastewater in an ABT (aggressive biological treatment) unit. EPA
guidance confirms that listed sludges can be created only "upstream" of the ABT impoundment. See, generally,
55 Fed. Reg. 46354 (November 2, 1990).
"The Agency has defined those sludges that it believes are clearly biological treatment sludges - and
not included in today's listings [of F037/F038] - as sludges generated from aggressive biological
treatment units. In addition, sludges generated in units downstream of aggressive biological treatment
units that do not receive any process wastewaters or oily cooling wastewaters that have not undergone
aggressive biological treatment are also not included in today's listings."
55 Fed. Reg. at 46365. See also RO 13415; RO 11636. Any sludges removed from any place in the WWTU
system "upstream" of the ABT impoundment will be appropriately handled in accordance with EPA guidance
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and regulations. Giant does not treat F037/F038 sludge (or any other listed sludge) at the Facility.
15

The_EPA efforts to regulate CW A "process wastewater" at petroleum refineries date at least as far
back as 1973, when studies done by contractors led to the first proposal of the CWA 40 C.F.R. Part 419
effluent limitations. 38 Fed. Reg. 34542 (December 14, 1973). In the May 9, 1974 Federal Register, EPA
regulations were made effective that required NPDES TBELs for the petroleum refining point source category
to address some runoff as well as process wastewater. In a final rule that initially created 40 C. F. R. Part 419,
that 1974 regulation addressed "runoff' (defined as the "flow of storm water") and provided a method for
determining TBEL limits that was based on "storm flow (process area runoff) which is treated in the main
treatment system." On May 20, 1975, EPA modified the Part 419 regulations again. 40 Fed. Reg. 29139 (May
20, 1975). EPA's final iteration of the Part 419 regulations was issued in I 985. 50 Fed. Reg. 28522 (July 12,
1985).
16

The seeps referenced in the draft Order are being addressed under the 2006 OCD Order.

17

Federal programs to permit discharges (additions of pollutants) to waters of the United States, started
with Executive Order 11574 in 1970, which led to the 1970 establishment of the Refuse Act Permit Program
regulations (the "RAPP"), the forerunner of the NPDES permit. The Facility began to make a number of
structural, maintenance and operational modifications to keep process wastewater (and what became Part 419
"contaminated runoff') from being discharged to a water of the United States, resulting in the NPDES zero
discharge system it currently maintains and operates. Excess treated wastewater is managed in a Class I UIC
well, thus eliminating the need for NPDES discharge.
18

See, e.g., OSWER DIRECTIVE 9200.4-l 7P -- USE OF MONITORED NATURAL
ATTENUATION AT SUPERFUND, RCRA CORRECTIVE ACTION, AND UNDERGROUND
STORAGE TANK SITES -- APRIL 21, 1999, available on the Internet at
http://www.epa.gov/OUST/directiv/d92004 l 7.pdf. These monitor locations are not used for tap water,
which is what the Region 6 HHMSSL refers to.
19

Summary of History of Army Corps Regulatory Programs (prepared by the Army Corps) at page 1;
on the Internet at http://www.usace.army.mil/inet/functions/cw/cecwo/reg/reghist.pdf (Bold emphasis added.)
20

The extent to which the NPDES permit program would address stormwater discharges from
industrial facilities was unclear for the first 15 years of the CWA. This ambiguity eventually was resolved by
the issuance of some 1985 technology-based effluent limitations that did address "contaminated runoff' under
Part 419 TBELs as process wastewater, followed by the development of a new industrial stonnwater discharge
program in the 1990s, consistent with the clarifying direction of the 1987 CW A amendments. All Part 419
"contaminated runoff' at the Facility is handled in the NPDES zero discharge system with the remaining
process wastewater. The 10,000 barrel surge tank being added as part of the proposed modification will assure
the ability of the Facility to confirm all process wastewaters are decharacterized with appropriate use of the
benzene strippers prior to further effluent treatment in the ABT impoundment.
21

Originally, as set forth on November 17, 1980, it was to be a temporary exclusion from the hazardous
waste tank and permit requirements for a WWTU, but it eventually became a permanent exemption. EPA also
proposed a new rule to regulate these WWTUs under RCRA, but this never went final. See 45 Fed. Reg. 76076
(Nov. 17, 1980). EPA later decided that as long as a WWTU met the definition of tank (and also ancillary
equipment in the tank system could qualify), there was no need to regulate the WWTU with a RCRA TSO
permit.
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22

Secondary containment is one of the Subpart J hazardous waste tank standards that a WWTU is
exempt from, as well as the RCRA air emission standards.
23

As previously noted, Giant also will enter into an enforceable consent agreement with NMED that
will address all of Giant's regulatory obligations for exiting RCRA interim status, including any cleanup or
other obligations attendant thereto for past practices. EPA changed the RCRA regulations in the October 22,
1998 rulemaking (63 Federal Register 56710) to allow facilities that had applied for interim status to cease any
treating of hazardous waste that might require a permit and to exit the RCRA TSD process through an
enforceable consent agreement instead of a RCRA Part B permit.
24

When the Clean Water Act first required that process wastewater [as that term is defined by the
technology based effluent regulations (TBELs) set forth at 40 C.F.R. Part 419 (applicable to petroleum
refineries)] must be managed in accordance with NPDES requirements, moving to zero surface discharge of
process wastewater became an attractive option for compliance with_these CW A requirements for a refinery
like the Facility in this arid region of the country. Bloomfield thus began a process of sizing its wastewater
retention capacity to avoid NPDES discharges, and it so modified its design and operations to eliminate, to the
extent possible, its CW A-regulated wastewater discharges. Bloomfield also implemented and upgraded a
CW A-type biological treatment system of impoundments, with a focus on aggressive biological treatment, for
purposes of treating the wastewaters to CW A standards. To the extent possible, however, the strategy was to
treat all the wastewaters through CW A ABT processes, but then (instead of discharging the treated wastewater
to a water of the U.S) to retain such waters and evaporate the treated wastewaters.
The strategy for the first twenty years focused on retention, CW A aggressive biological treatment, and
then evaporation of the wastewater instead ofNPDES discharge. Eventually, by the early 1990s, Bloomfield
found it was difficult to maintain its CW A treatment system as zero discharge, as the increased volumes of
ABT-treated water in its CWA-zero discharge treatment system were too large even for the expanded
retention/evaporation capacity.
Rather than returning to the status of an NP DES discharging facility to dispose of some of the treated
wastewater, Bloomfield decided to address its potential NPDES overflow problems (NPDES discharges)
through underground disposal of the treated effluent. Bloomfield elected to permit, design and construct a
Class I UIC well in order to maintain its NPDES zero discharge status, completing the UIC well in December,
1993.
25

EPA has stated with respect to F037 and F038 sludge that they do not exist inside an effluent, but
only occur when sludge precipitates out of the effluent: "Generation of a waste does not occur until
deposition." RO 11626. This document also discusses the mixture rule in the context ofF037/038, and clarifies
that there is no mixture of F037/F038 that enters the South Aeration Lagoon at the Facility.
EPA also makes the point that a listed sludge is not generated until it settles out in RCRA Online
13323. Thus it can't be entrained in the effluent. This EPA guidance document relates to a listed sludge F0 19,
and clarifies that the supernatant aqueous portion is not considered FOi 9. Only the actual particles that settle
out are F0 19 sludge, but the "less dense liquid settlement overlying the listed sludge" is considered a
"supernatant" that is not within the listing for the F0i 9 sludge. RO 13323.
26

The following EPA training modules help explain why this statement in paragraph 6 is simply
incorrect: Definition of Solid Waste Identification and Hazardous Waste Recycling, available on the Internet at
http://www.epa.gov/epaoswer/hotline/training/defsw.pdf; Solid and Hazardous Waste Exclusions,
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http://www.epa.gov/epaoswer/hotline/training/excl. pdf;
and
Hazardous
Waste
Identification,
http://www.epa.gov/epaoswer/hot1ine/training/hwid05.pdf. For example, chromium may or may not be
hazardous waste depending on its valence. TCLP wastes and specific wastes which are toxic or listed only due
to the presence of chromium are exempt from regulation as a RCRA hazardous waste if it is shown by a
generator that: (I) the chromium in the waste is exclusively (or nearly exclusively) trivalent chromium; (2) the
waste is generated from an industrial process which uses trivalent chromium exclusively (or nearly exclusively)
and the process does not generate hexavalent chromium; and (3) the waste is typically and frequently managed
in non-oxidizing environments. 40 C.F.R. § 261.4 (b)(6).
27

In 40 C.F.R. Section 260.10, adopted by reference as the NMED regulation, the following definition
makes reference to the Appendix VIII list (used as a basis for listing wastes) and also includes the 40 TCLP
chemicals listed in table 1 at 261.24 to define "constituent":

"Hazardous waste constituent means a constituent that caused the Administrator to list the hazardous
waste in part 261, subpart D, of this chapter, or a constituent listed in table 1 of §261.24 of this
chapter."
Similarly, in Part 268 of the RCRA regulations (adopted by reference by NMED), the following is stated with
respect to the definition of "hazardous constituent" for the purpose of restricting land disposal of hazardous
wastes:
"(b) Hazardous constituent or constituents means those constituents listed in appendix VIII to part 261
of this chapter."
268.2(b).
28

The New Mexico legislature has mandated that New Mexico's hazardous waste regulations be
"equivalent to and no more stringent that" those adopted by EPA. NMSA 74-4-4(A), (C).
29

Even EPA has stated the following in its most recent guidance on this topic:
"EPA has not promulgated detailed regulations for financial assurance for corrective action. EPA
codified the statutory requirements for owners and operators of permitted facilities, but did not codify
requirements for owners and operators of facilities operating under interim status. Regions and
authorized States have discretion in determining how to address the corrective action financial
assurance requirements at each RCRA TSDF to meet the regulatory and statutory requirements in light
of the specific circumstances at that facility."
Memorandum on Transmittal ofInterim Guidance on Financial Responsibility for Facilities Subject to RCRA
Corrective Action from Susan Bromm and Robert Springer, EPA to EPA Regions dated Sept. 30, 2003 at page
3.
30

Region 6, Corrective Action Strategy (Nov. 2000) at 4.5 (bold emphasis added); available on line at
http://www.epa.gov/Region6/6pd/rcra_c/pd-o/casnov9.pdf.

31

NMED document (quote above is from pages
and
http://www.nmenv.state.nm.us/HWB/rinchem/APPENDIX%20IV-C.pdf.

3)
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